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Mostly sunny. High in the
upper 70s, low in . the
lower 70s.
Slightly
breezy.
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in the

State schools try to
adjust to alcohol law
by Carolyn Van Schalk
and Andrea Spencer

Bowling Green freshmen need not
feel they are the only underclassmen
across the state who cannot drink.
Other Ohio universities have adopted
stringent drinking policies.
Ohio State University, for example,
is making a valid attempt to program
alternative activities for its freshmen. The university has initiated the
Alcohol Education Task Force to aid
in this transition.
"The Alcohol Education Task Force
advises campus organizations on new
programming ideas and familiarizes
students with the new policies,"
Mitchell Livingston, dean of student
life said.
Livingston also mentioned there are
separate programming committees
within both residence halls and greek
living units designed to aid in the
planning of non-alcoholic events.
Campus-wide activities are arranged
for the two university unions through
the Ohio and Drake Union Board, he
added.
"ALSO, THE FIRST week back for
students at the university is what is
known as "Welcome Week". This
runs from September 19 through September 26 and includes such events as
an ice cream social, square dancing,
and various other dances, many of
which are geared toward the new
students and are therefore non-alcoholic," Livingston added.
Livingston also mentioned that, as
with Ohio University, all rush activities are dry. Although other beverages will be provided, no alcoholic
beverages will be served.
Another college, Miami University,
has to deal with the situation on a
much smaller scale. The residence
halls are divided into freshmen and
upperclassmen living units, alleviating any controversy over who can or
cannot drink within the dorm, Diane
DeVestern of the student af fairs
division at Miami said.
Another university that does not
foresee too many problems concerning the new drinking laws is Ohio
University. At this time. Ohio University has an iterim policy which is
expected to be approved by the start

NEWS
Rocky search
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo. (AP) —
Former astronaut James Irwin, Just
back from a fruitless ground
search for Noah's ark. says he may
return to Turkey's Mount Ararat this
month and make an aerial search.
Irwin talked of his plans at a news
conference at his office at High
Flight, the Christian evangelical
foundation that sponsored his trip.
He wore a baseball cap to hide
scars and shaved head resulting
from injuries suffered in a fall
on the mountain. He lost four teeth
and had surgery above his right eye
and sutures on his scalp.

of the fall quarter.
"OHIO UNIVERSITY plans to
Shold the law of the State of Ohio so
year-olds won't be able to consume
beer." Holly Sterneckert, director of
the department of residence life.
This is not a major problem because Ohio University, like Miami,
has the advantage of separate living
units for freshmen and: upperclassmen. In freshmen residence halls
there will be no floor parties with
alcohol, and no alcohol permitted in
these halls, Sterneckert said. In upperclassmen halls, students will be
permitted to consume alcohol. They
will be permitted to have floor parties
and room parties with alcohol as lone
as both activities are approved by hall
directors, she added.

A night of joy
DAYTON. Ohio (AP) — A fire company has allowed 4-year-old Jill
Smith to swing down the pole, sit
behind the steering wheel of a fire
truck and watch a practice run. fulfilling a dream of the young cancer patient.
Jill has a rare form of childhood kidney cancer called Wilm's
tumor. She has lost one kidney and
has only one-eighth of her second
kidney left. A tumor continues to
grow.

Sterneckert said she envisions few
problems in planning activities for
freshmen.
"Parties with music and non-alcoholic beverages and food will be
61anned for freshmen. For example,
lere will be a party for all the freshmen dorms on campus next weekend.
There will be a local disc jockey from
Athens and instead of kegs of beer,
the party planning committee will
provide kegs of cider and other nonalcoholic beverages,"Sterneckert
said.

Cash for the Plum
CLEVELAND (AP) — A Saudi billionaire who lives in Miami and has a
reputation for spreading around his
money has been invited to visit Cleveland by unanimous vote of the City
Council.
Shiek Mohammed al-Fassi, 27. has
said he will gladly visit any city which
invites him. so the council passed the
measure Tuesday night.
"I don't think we can be so arrogant as to turn up our noses to
someone seeking our friendship.''
said Councilman Gary Kucinich, a
sponsor of the resolution.

ALL FRATERNITY AND sorority
rush activities will be conducted without alcohol. The inter-fraternity council has set up a group to monitor and
enforce this.
At Kent State University, non-alcoholic programs centered around a
specific theme have been the most
successful, Anne Gosky, assistant director of student development, said.
"The first week we programmed a
sock-hop which was very successful,"
Gosky said. Future non-alcoholic programs will involve such themes as a
western night and a luau.
The policy of residence hall parties
at Kent State resembles the interim
policy Bowling Green has adopted.
Proper identification must be presented at the door, alternative beverages must be provided, and persons of
legal drinking age who are not consuming alcohol must be present to
monitor activity.

More spacewomen
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^d '« weather was all that was needed for University alumnus
Dave Hollinger to take his son and daughter for a walk, or a carry and ride on a
tricycle, as the case may be. Christopher, age 3, follows his dad and his sister,
who enjoys an easier mode of transportation back-pack style.

MOSCOW (AP) — Cosmonaut Svet
lane Savitskaya. the second woman
in space, said Thursday she thought
all-women orbital crews are possible
and hinted the Soviet Union plans
larger space stations.
Appearing at a news conference
with fellow cosmonauts, she said in
response to a question: "I think that
an international women's crew would
be interesting. An all-woman crew
would also be possible."

Begin Cabinet angry, rejects Reagan plan
JERUSALEM (AP) - Prime Minister Menachem Begin's government
angrily rejected President Reagan's
Palestinian plan yesterday, declaring
it would enable PLO chief Yasser
Arafat to take over the West Bank and
launch "an onslaught against Israel"
with Soviet and Arab support.
The Cabinet's unanimous rejection
of the new U.S. policy appeared to put
Israel and the United States on a longexpected collision course over the
Palestinian issue. But the Reagan
administration said it was "not surprised or disappointed" at Israel's

initial rebuff.
A long Cabinet communique argued
that the proposals - calling for a
freeze on settlement in occupied territory and Palestinian autonomy in
association with Jordan - deviate
from or contradict the Camp David
accords, the 1978 framework governing negotiation of the Palestinian
question.
THE COMMUNIQUE SAID the proposals "could create a serious danger
to Israel, its security and its future,"
and the government "resolved that on

the basis of these positions it will not lished of that 'Palestinian state' with
enter into any negotiations with any Jordan and Iraa behind her, Saudi
Arabia to the south and Syria to the
"were the American plan to be north. All these countries, together
impemented, there would be nothing with other Arab states, would, after a
to prevent (Jordan's) King Hussein while, launch an onslaught against
frm inviting his new-found friend, Israel to destroy her.. ..
Yasser Arafat, to come to Nablus (the
biggest city on the West Bank) and
THE BEGIN GOVERNMENT was
hand the rule over to him," it said. reported to be furious that the Reagan
"Thus would come into being a Pales- proposals were drawn up and antinian state which would conclude a nounced without prior consultations
pact with Soviet Russia and arm itself with Israel, contradicting a 9-year-old
with every kind of modern weaponry. U.S. commitment to coordinate Mid"Then a joint front would be estab- east policy with Israel.

A Cabinet official, in a briefing to
reporters, said the proposals were
accompanied by unpublished commitments to Israel, but he said the government had lost confidence in
American promises.
The official guoted Beeir. as telling
U.S. Ambassador Samuel Lewis when
he delivered the proposals Tuesday
night that "any government that
would accept this plan would betray
its own people. We will not betray our
people.'
In Washington, State Department

spokesman John Hughes said the
United States never expected Reagan's proposals to immediately be
embraced by Israel.
The administration, he said, was
not disappointed at the rejection of
the Reagan proposals "in the sense
that these (points) are going to involve some hard negotiations and
discussions."
"So (the initial reaction) it is not
surprising," he said. "This is what we
intend to work for, to reduce these
differences."

Rioting:
Poles continue union support
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Polish
youths fought riot police in Lubin
yesterday For the third consecutive
day and authorities blocked roads into
the southeastern town, reliable
sources there reported.
They said new fighting broke out in
the copper-mining town at about 5
&m. after two days of unrest that
:gan Tuesday with nationwide protests called by the suspended independent trade union Solidarity.
Witnesses said riot police fired tear
gas and flares at hundreds of rioters
angry over the killing Tuesday of two
protesters. Police dismantled five
memorials built by the youths, the
witnesses said.
There were five memorials and
some townspeople told a reporter five
people had been killed, but officials
denied it.

Tha recant dry waathat may be partly rasponslbla for a barn lira that occurad In Hasklns Twp. Thursday. Tha call was aniwarad by
tha Hasklns Twp. Voiuntaar Flra Dapt. Dasprta thalr efforts tha bam was mostly dastroyad.
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SOURCES IN LUBIN said the dead
men were aged 32 and 25, and worked
in electrical and construction businesses. A sign on the wall of a house
said "Mieczyslaw Pozniak, born 1957,
was killed here. The funeral will be
Sunday."

The official news agency PAP said
security forces killed the two protesters in Lubin on Tuesday. It reported
that more than 130 protesters and
police officers were injured and 4,050
people were arrested in Wroclaw,
Krakow, Czestochowa, Gdansk, Lubin
and other cities.
Press reports indicated the Tuesday protests were the most widespread since martial law was
imposed last Dec. 13.
PAP said Piotr Sadowski, 22, of
Gdansk, died after he "fell in the
street" during Tuesday's riots. It said
an autopsy "showed features of sudden death, but no bodily injuries
which could have caused death.'
The Communist Party Politburo
met yesterday and condemned the
nationwide rioting.
Riots engulfed Warsaw and a dozen
other Polish cities on May 3, and
violence erupted periodically in June,
July and August. Police used highpressure water to break up protests in
Warsaw In late August, and there was
a major protest Aug. 13 in Gdansk, the
Baltic seaport where Solidarity was
born.
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Reagan's new plan
weeks late for PLO
With his new proposal for Palestinian autonomy, Ronald
Reagan the feared warmonger is making his big push to
become Ronald Reagan the peacemaker.
Reagan's proposal calls for a Palestinian state on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, to be co-ordinated with Jordan. This
proposal comes much to the chagrin of the Israeli Knesset,
which views the plan as a violation of the 1978 Camp David
agreement. That proposal called for an autonomous Palestinian state but did not mention any Jordanian involvement.
Former president Jimmy Carter says Reagan is acting
within the Camp David accords. Begin, in a speech yesterday, begged to disagree. The only other man who would know
how this proposal compares to the Camp David accords Anwar Sadat - was assassinated last year, leaving it as an
argument between two governments who have been on a
collision course since Reagan took office.
The question we should ask ourselves is not which side is
"right," because that is a question no one has been able to
answer since the issue of a Palestinian state originated with
the creation of Israel in 1948.
Rather, the real question is what rationale does the Reagan
administration have for releasing this plan now, in the wake
of Israel's virtual destruction of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization and city of Beirut?
If Reagan had really wanted to promote peace in the
Middle East, he would have acted during the recent war,
when he could have used the diplomatic power the United
States should have over a country whose weapons are
primarily manufactured by Americans.
Instead, Reagan waited until after Israel had virtually
destroyed an Arab country before he offered a proposal
which just angered the Israelis more and did little to assure
the Arab world of any accomodation for the Palestinians.

Attendance mandatory
for NCAA Division I-A
Another collegiate football season is suddenly upon us, and
Bowling Green's chances of success in the Mid-American
Conference have never been better.
Yet, this is no ordinary season. There is a cloud hanging
over tomorrow's season-opener between BG and Ohio University at Doyt Perry Field. That cloud - which began to
form when the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) reclassified BG and the MAC from Division I-A to IAA in football last winter - will not dissipate easily.
This is the year of reckoning for the Falcons if they are to
return to the Division I-A status that the University's athletic
department so desperately wants to regain.
The new Doyt Perry Field bleacher seats - 5,000 more in
the two end zones - won't get BG reclassified by themselves.
People, preferably of the student-type, must fill them.
For the Falcons to regain I-A status, they must draw an
average of 17,000 in paid attendance over five home dates this
season. Last season, BG did not draw that many, according
to University Sports Information Director Allan Chamberlin.
Apparently, many University students just do not get
excited about MAC football, opting instead for collegiate
games between the bigger names on the tube on Saturday
afternoons. Making that decision is an individual's prerogative.
But don't judge MAC football without first taking in a game
at Doyt Perry Field. MAC football - more specifically
Bowling Green football - can be exciting and intoxicating,
and the Falcons should have a good team this season.
Quite simply, the Falcons need more fan support this
season - now more than ever.
Many things are at stake this season for BG's football
program. If BG and the MAC lose their appeal to be
reclassified to I-A at the end of this season, they cannot
appeal again until 1985.
By that time, the program could be in sad shape if it
remains classified I-AA. Division I-A opponents who have
been scheduled down the road will undoubtedly start avoiding I-AA teams like the plague - and teams like Bowling
Green will no longer be able to secure lucrative guaranteed
contracts with teams like North Carolina, Michigan State or
Baylor.
So, now is the time for BG football fans to literally stand up
and be counted. Starting with tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. game at
Doyt Perry Field, the future of BG's football program will
hang in the balance.
THE BG MEWS
Editor
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Warlord Sharon uncontrollable
sphere of influence.

Why do they do it? They never win.
those who sign up for the session of
psy-war known as an interview with
Driana Fallaci. She heckles and
presses and woos and insults her
subjects until, at last, a crack appears

Beirut, nobody in the world would
have stopped. Democracy or not, I
would have entered even if my government didn't like it." There ft was.
The warlord answering to no one but
himself.

questioning. Fallaci asked if Sharon
had not bred a generation of Palestinian resistance from the 10,000 men
scattered to the winds out of Beirut.
Sharon answered with advice to any
PLO members thinking of continuing
the struggle:

COMMENT

LIKE HER OTHER subjects, Sharon realized too late what he had said,
and tried to backpedal: "I mean, I
would have persuaded them." But
later, in other contexts, his essential
attitude comes through: "I always do
what I want."
Sharon, who should have known
that Fallaci does her homework, expressed surprise when she came up
with a key speech he had given to the
Institute of Strategic Studies, where
he said: "Israeli strategic interests... must be broadened to include
countries such as Turkey, Iran, Pakistan, regions such as the Persian Gulf
and Africa, particularly the countries
on north ana central Africa."
Sharon, not normally a conciliator,
tried to give a moderate intepretation
to his own remarks. He said Israel
would just have "preoccupations" in
all these areas it the.Soviet Union
moved into them. But, later, his real
view came out under her relentless

"I WOULDN'T even try. I made
those murderers a gift: the gift of life.
I gave them the chance to live. They
are alive because I chose to let them
live. Such luck Is not a guarantee for
the future. Woe to them if they dare to
start again with their bloody activities, even in countries which are far
from Israel. Woe to them!"
The Sharon view, shared by Mr.
Begin, is that the PLO has been
crushed. If any Palestinians try to
give the lie to that minority opinion which is on a par with the same men's
view that the PLO does not represent
Palestinians in general - then woe to
them, and woe to any country where
Sharon may have to chase them. We
no longer have an excuse for surprise
when "Israeli security" no longer
means defensible borders, but "hot
pursuit" anywhere in that wide arc of
Garry Wills la a political analyst
nations (including "Africa") that from Baltimore. His column Is preSharon has marked out as his own sented by Universal Press Syndicate.

by Garry Wills
in the polite surface assumed at first,
and some personal emotion breaks
through.
She succeeds with the shrewdest
diplomats, even Henry Kissinger. She
succeeds with the most self-assured
fanatics, even the Ayatolloh Khomeini. She certainly succeeded in her
last effort, her interview with Ariel
Sharon.
Approaching Sharon as an Israeli
warlord, Fallaci "asked" him if he
were not a wild man, out of control,
not submissive even to his own government. He denied this, of course,
several times. She kept coming didn't he really want to take Beirut?
He said no. She kept coming. Then the
crack opened: "Believe me, had I
been convinced that we had to enter in

EVEN WHEN SHARON tries to be
pacific, he is disturbing. Asked if the
troops will stay in Lebanon for 15
years, as they did in the Sinai, he
answers: "No, I really believe that
this time we will stay much less." Will
it be necessary to attack the Syrian
captial? "It should not be necessary
to go to Damascus. It should not be
necessary to go that far." But: "Our
troops and artillery in the Bekaa
valley are in the range of 25 kilometers from Damascus. That means we
can shell Damascus any moment."
It is said, and I hope it is true, that
Sharom does not speak for his own
country, or even for his own government. But, in that case, why is he still
minister of defense? He has now said
he would give battle when he decides
it is necessary, "democracy or not."
Gen. MacArthur was fired for
statements much milder than that.
Mr. Begin should read a good biography of President Truman.

Nuclear weapons force peace
Mankind has been in almost a continuous state of war with and among
itself since its earliest conception.
Mankind as a species has never been
able to avoid the use of violence in
solving its problems. One might be

COMMENT
by Steve Arnold
able to say, and be quite accurate,
that aggression, violence and war are
innately human.
For the moment lets sadly accept
war as a fact of life, mankind has, and
it looks like it always will, resort to its
most primitive and archaic instincts
in solving its differences. Both sides
in a dispute will continue to methodically gather up all their forces and
basically slue it out until one side
either capitulates or is destroyed.
Thus the use of violence is an essential as well as a valid part of human
relations.
Our ancient ancestors started off by
using sticks and stones to solve their

differences. Gradually, mankind progressed to more efficient and civilized
problem-solving methods: from those
sticks and stones came spears and
swords, then guns and cannons, jetbombers and tanks, followed by the
ultimate problem solver - nuclear
weapons.
WITH THE NUCLEAR weapons
functioning as the modern problemsolving device, one can at very best be
only slightly optimistic concerning
the future of mankind as a race. This
slight optimism stems from the fact
that mankind as been given a mandate to live in peace. Nuclear weapons, the modern-problem solving
device, has told mankind "Either
Live Together or Die Together."
As ironic as this may sound, consider it for a few moments. Presently,
there are only six members in the socalled "nuclear club," countries with
eroven nuclear weapon capability:
le United States, the Soviet Union.
France, China, Great Britian and
India. The general consensus is that
since these countries are relatively

stable and therefore rational the
threat of nuclear warfare is minimal.
But one must consider, using the most
conservative estimates, that there
will be over 30 members in the nuclear club by 1987. Among those countries expected to attain nuclear
capability will be such unstable and
irrational nations as Libya, South
Africa and Argentina.
ASK YOURSELF the questions,
'Would the military junta of Argentina have refrained from using nuclear weapons if they had had them
available in their latest squabble with
Britain in the South Atlantic?' 'Would
Prime Minister Thatcher have ordered a retaliatory strike had Argentina used them?'
It does not matter if the next war is
a "defensive war" or a "just war,"
for the next war might be the last war.
Nuclear weapons have done mankind
a great service - they have made war
obsolete. No longer is it a viable
means for countries to settle their
differences.
Nations can only be directed to-

wards the mandate of world peace
through the thoughts and actions of
those individuals who make up nations. For is it not true that a nation is
simply a conglomeration of separate
individuals. We as individuals have
the burden of leading society as a
whole towards peace. Each and every
individual must internalize and practice such virtues as patience, tolerance, compassion, trust, reason and,
most importantly, brotherly love in
order to overcome those trivial differences which exist between nations,
races, religions, ideologies, etc.
WE AS INDIVIDUALS cannot expect nations to live in peace with each
other until we learn to live peacefully
with our neighbors, family and
friends. For it is by example alone
that peace is promoted.
The future of mankind, all its hopes
and all its dreams, rests in your
hands. Please don't fumble.
Steve Arnold Is a senior political
science major from Sheffield Village.
He is a member of the Social Justice
Committee.
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AD'looks for high attendance

LETTERS.
With BGSU's first home football
game coming up this Saturday, I am
most anxious to address you on the
importance of student attendance at
our five home games this fall.
To retain NCAA Division I-A football status, we must average 17,000 in
paid attendance for our five home
games in 1982. Bowling Green has
maintained a successful Division I
athletic program for the past 20
Sears, and it is extremely important
i the total University community
that we preserve our I-A football
rating.
An all-out football ticket sales campaign is currently under way, and
student attendance is of critical importance. Nearly 5,000 of you have
already purchased a 1982-83 Student
All-Sports Pass, and we are most
appreciative. To be counted in our
paid attendance totals, however, you
must attend the games and pass
through our special student turnstiles.
We also encourage those of you who
have not yet purchased an All-Sports
Pass or a single game ticket to do so
immediately ana attend all games
throughout the season.
Join our effort as we strive to establish an athletic reputation of excellence that will parallel our existing
tradition of academic excellence.
See you at the stadium for a victory
over Ohio University on Saturday!
Jack C. Gregory
Athletic Director

Return to BGSU brings
return of local Issues
Returning to Bowling Green once
again, I feel stimulated to comment
on my past experiences in this environment. This is the first time I have
lived off campus although I have
many fond memories of dorm life and
remember both how much fun and
how frustrating and depressing living
in a large institution can be. The new
state beer law will put 18 year olds
entering campus in a very tempting
situation, especially when their
friends and roommates may be legally able to drink. The only solution
to this problem is not to get caught,
which then shifts the burden to another fine campus faction, the resident advisors. It must be realized that
these people are only enforcing state
and university rules to the best of
their ability, as they would be on any
job, and terrorizing these people
never helps relations.
Another problem of this social situation is the relative apathy of a great
portion of the student body. Many of
the organizations that affect all students, University executives and both
student and city governments, are

cases of the few ruling the many.
Activism should be a natural instict
for students in our situation, but too
often we take the attitude that "you
can't fight city hall," and go back to
drinking our happy-hour beers and
looking out for number one. I remember an off-campus housing group
named TORCH that I would now like
to join, but is it still intact? Should I
form my own group? Would anyone
respond?
I remember a very vocal group that
held a demonstration against rape
last spring called "Take Back the
Night. The BG News gave much
space to this organization s members
and staff feminists. The death of ERA
this summer must have changed the
attitudes of many University women,
for, as I sat in a friend's room Monday
night, the screams of 'Jock raid!'
became frenzied around the male
portion of campus and girls were
running around "in herds," as one
accomplice put it. I do not mind this
new policy, but only wish the female
majority would decide on a course of
action.
I will be keeping an eye on the BG
News and it's objective articles and
intelligent letters. I will respond
again to this publication as I feel
inspired, and wish a happy, healthy
and productive year to all BGSU

students.
John Balchak
613 5th St.

Celebrezze brothers act
could raise questions

money needlessly wasted. Ohio citizens must put their faith in our court
system, especially the Supreme Court
and the Attorney General's office. We
should avoid situations which tarnish
the image.
This letter is not a plea to vote
against any one. Rather, I hope to
bring this potential conflict to the
attention of voters and the Democratic Party. Am I the only person in
Ohio concerned about having three
members of one family holding three
of the top eight legal positions in the
State of Ohio - and on both sides of the
bench?

The integrity of Ohio's judicial system could be threatened in the near
future by charges of bias, prejudice
and favoritism, depending on the outcome of this November's general
election. The problem is relative, so to
speak. Chief Justice Frank Celebrezze may be joined by his brother,
James, on the state's highest court,
Brian S. Ariz
Columbus
and their first cousin, Anthony, presently the Secretary of State, could be
Draft
non-registrants
Ohio's next Attorney General. No
doubt these men are honorable and I deserve their fate
do not wish to question their integrity.
It makes my day each time I read of
My concern centers on the reputation a non-registrant for the draft being
of our judicial system when three indicted. Your statement of this or
members of one family ultimately any other federal program allowing
decide the crucial issues and how they any non-compliance (The BG News, 9shall be resolved.
2) is absurd. A law is a law regardless
The appearance of nepotistic favor- of its intent. We've seen two years go
itism would be almost impossible to by since registration went into effect
avoid. Such a charge would appear to without any threat of an actual draft.
be inevitable, and the legal system Further investigations of these inciwould grind to a halt to accommodate dents and the punishments thereof
the extensive investigations required should not be relaxed.
to clear the air. Yet, the damage
Jon Vanner
would be done and the taxpayer
825 Otfenhauer Waat
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you can count on
The Following Freshmen
have Won a Free Ticket
Ito the Musical, Brigadooii
see our well-stocked
collection of patterns
and colors and make
your selection.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St. '

1st block West of Mac West

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
"clip n' save **

Fall Semester Hours

EFFECTIVE OCT I - DEC 17
(IN-SEASON")

EFFECTIVE AUG 30 - SEPT 30
(OFF-SEASON"!
Center Hours

Mon-Fri 9 am-9 pm
Sat-Sun noon-9 pm

Pool Hours
Cooper

Mon-Fri noon-2 pm, 3-8 pm
Sat-Sun noon-8 pm
Mon-Sun 1-7 pm

Club
Lift

Mon-Fri 12:30 am-l pm
Sat-Sun S3 anytime

r«m||v Pl«n
age 7-18

Mon-Fri 9 am-9 pm
Sat-Sun noon-9 pm

under 7

Mon-Sun 1-7 pm*

**clip n' save**

Center Hours

Pool Hours
Cooper

Mon-Thur 7 am-midnight
Fri 7 am-10 pm
Sat 9 am- 10 pm
Sun 9 am-midnight
Mon, Wed 7 am-2 pm, 5-10 pm
Tue, Thur 9 am-2 pm, 5-10 pm
Fri 7 am-2 pm, 5-9 pm
Sat 9 am-9 pm
Sun noon-10 pm
Mon-Sun 2-8 pm

Lift

Mon-Fri 7-9 am. 11:30-1 pm
Sat-Sun S3 anytime

F.mllv Pl^n
age 7-18

Mon-Thur 4-8 pm*
Fri 4-10 pm
Sat 9 am-10 pm
Sun 9 am-midnight

Alan Addh
Patricia AgiKw
Luis Andujar
Ste>f Armstrong
IMan* Baachrr
DWbbk Bianchi
Linda BirkrnbrrRrr
John Bishop
Brtnda Blanchard
Kurt Bognrr
If Ann Boolh

Chris llahn
Malt Miller
Catherine Hamilton Slrvrn Miller
Robin Hamilton
Jill Monoc
Martha Haskins
Dtmnyne Murph>
Allison Hawkins
Laurie Nhaea
Mike Hawn
Amy Poeppclman
Robert I Harnden Kelly Price
Kath> Mi. kDavid Rankin
Dan I link.
Joseph Rentier
Laurie Hilts
Kevin Rrl/laff
I in.-ite Hormrll
Paul Rubenson
Kviirr Bowles
Jennifer Saundcrs
fony Howard
Ann Brainard
Amy Unwell
John Settler
Cordon Kr:i/:is
John H.itl.lN
Frank Scenna
Susan Barrows
Dawn Imis
Diane Scott
Peg Cahill
Lee Ann Irwin
Julie Snider
Bob Carpcnlrr
Kim Isele
Sue I Men Sn>der
Jackie Jaros
Kay ('ashen
(ris Slammen
Drew Kantoncn
Keren Cltgg
David Stilling
Julie Karr
Ron Coatcs
Karen Stevens
Sue Corbin
Sttn heller
Patricia Sloll
Terry Scoll Dasenpnrt <»reg kiefer
Dawn Slut/man
Jenni DtBord
Scott King
Malt Slulzman
Rudy Del »>
Jill KlMbtth
Cathy Sullif
Cynthia Klswanh
Brian Kochcr
Kirk Taylor
Linda hmmcrich
Rcnec Krinek
Christ! I rnasli.i
Helen Feehan
Gayle Kubik
iJn Vernon
Kevin Fisher
Patrick Lee
Lynda Wallin
Beth Flickinger
Karen A. Masulis
Joseph Weber
Pamela A. Flory
John Mauiser
Richard Williams
Peggy Galliio
Karen Mavitv
Kimberlv W lager
Kell> Gibbs
Amy McClain
t.uellers Worsiner
Kalhy Grondln
Lynn McDonough Suzanne /arkle

You may pick up your Free Tickets
at Kobacker Box Office, Musical
Arts Center, or phone 372-0171. Box
Office open daily 10:00 a.m.-2 p.m.

RAQUETBALL CLUB
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Open To All Interested
Students or Faculty
210 Math/Science Bldg.
Wed. Sept. 8, 9:00 p.m.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

It • ■ *T K A.! FALCONS vs. OHIO U
* 1^41^

Mf (I

mm\m Sat., Sept. 4 * 1:30 p.m. * Perry Field
STUDENT TICKET INFORMATION

Mon-Fri 4-8 pm'
Sat-Sun 2-8 pm*

*

BREAK HOURS
Effective

ALL-SPORTS PASS: Student All-Sports Passes are on sale daily for
$20.00. With the purchase of each pass, a BONUS BOOK containing
coupons worth over $30.00 will be given. If you already purchased
an All-Sports Pass, you can pick up your pass daily in the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office or this Saturday at Perry Field before the BG-OU
game.
STUDENT GENERAL ADMISSION: Single game general admission
WEST SIDE tickets are on sale daily for $2.00 each. A student ID
card must be shown for each ticket purchased. General admission
tickets are also available at the gate each Saturday of a home football
game.
STUDENT GROUP SEATING: Special sections of Perry Stadium on
the EAST SIDE have been reserved for student group seating.
Tickets can be purchased for $2.00 each or you can use your
student All-Sports Pass. All arrangements for group seating must be
made in advance (group tickets will not be sold at the gate on game
day) at the BGSU Memorial Hall Ticket Office.
THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE IS OPEN WEEKDAYS FROM 9 -5

Sept 4-6
Nov 24, 26-28
Dec 18-24, 27-31

Jan 2-9
Center
Cooper
Club
Lift
Family Plan
Under 7

noon-9 pm
noon-2, 5-8 pm
2-5 pm
S3 anytime
noon-9 pm
2-5 pm •

NOTE: Center will close at 4 pm Dec. 24 A 31
and all day Nov. 25, Dec. 25.26. Jan. 1
• CM to* <M>
" IN-SEASON, OFF-SEASON HOURS:
paturaa u4 l«r ^■pUfjIi u no Mi >l bo.n. we an MMh| uw
"MdM" (Oti I - A»r 3d aa4 "Ofl-SfMM" (Mar I - St*4 »> 0m

Consistent with this change is the Family Plan as follows:
Off-Season - same as building hours
In Season - beginning October 1, Monday through Thursday from 4-8 pm in
Club Pool only, and weekends from 4 pm Friday to closing on Sunday.
'

*
*
*
*

t
*
*

Support Your Team. Be There Saturday! J
c.>*^¥.¥¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥*
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Bowling Green State University

BG hosts Oil in season opener tomorrow

Football to play a 'numbers game'
on the field and at the turnstile

The Bowling Green football program will be
fighting two battles this season.
The first battle, as always, will be on the field
as the football Falcons fight for the Mid
American Conference champk>nship--a fight
which many football experts believe Bowling
Green has an excellent chance of winning.
The second battle will be at the turnstiles, as
university officials try to encourage more than
1 7,000 football fans to attend each Falcon
home game.
The battle on the field will determine which
MAC team travels to the California Bowl; the
battle at the turnstile could determine the future
of Bowling Green and Mid American
Conference football for many years to come.
This is a critical year for us. We need the
support of every student and every Falcon
football fan," James Treeger, director of
athletic promotions, said "We need people to
come out to our games."
The importance of attendance at this year's
games began after the end of last season,
when the NCAA demoted Bowling Green and
the MAC from Division l-A to Division l-AA.
To regain l-A status, the football program
needed to add 5.000-plus seats to the Stadium
and average 17,000 paid attendance for the
five Falcon home games The extra seats were
constructed at the ends of the field this
summer, now the only question is how many
people will be at the Stadium to sit in those
seats''
For the conference to regain l-A status, a
total of six MAC schools must meet the
requirements set down by the NCAA, and most
prognosticators agree that Bowling Green will
be the key to the conference.
While not regaining l-A status will certainly
be a blow to the pride and prestige of the

University's football program, the loss of the l-A averages out to an admission price of
approximately 55 cents per contest.
rating could have a disasterous effect on the
All tickets can be purchased at the Memorial
financial side of the program.
Hall ticket office. Hours for the ticket office are
The drop to l-AA status could mean a
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays, and ticket booths
reduction in television appearances, and it
at the Stadium will open at noon on game days.
could make scheduling major college football
To make the deal even sweeter, the Falcons
teams, such as Michigan State, Baylor and
are expected to put one of their best teams in
North Carolina (which Bowling Green has
recent years on the field Saturday (Sept. 3),
when they open their season against Ohio
Bowling Green opens Its football
University at the Stadium.
season at 1:30 p.m. Saturday (Sept. 3)
Returning this season are All-MAC
when It host* the Ohio University
selections Martin Bayless (defensive back),
Bobcats, and to prepare the team's
Bryant "Cowboy" Jones (running back), and
12th man (the fans) for the contest, a
Jim Phelps (punter). All three are not only
pep rally will be held at 6 p.m. Friday on
expected to repeat as All-MAC players, but
the lawn south of Memorial Hall.
many believe they have the opportunity to be
In addition to the football team, the
named All-America.
cheerleaders, the pep band, and
"Playboy" magazine and The Cleveland
Freddie and Frieda Falcon will be in
Plain
Dealer newspaper selected Bowling
attendance.
Green as the cream of the conference, and
ABC television in their pre-season special
played recently or will play this year) more
mentioned the Falcons as a power in the
conference.
difficult. And the loss of those items could
This Saturday, the team will take the first
mean hundreds of thousands of dollars In lost
step to a championship, and the fans willtake
revenue over the next several years.
To encourage ticket sales, the general
the first step toward the future of Bowling
admission ticket prices have been revised.
Green football.
For Bowling Green students, the revision
enables groups of 15 students or more to
purchase (in advance) reserved bench seats
on the east side of the Stadium for $2 each.

The BGSU student general admission Jicket
is still $2, and end zones sets can be
purchased for $2.50.
But the best deal for University students
continues to be the All-Sports Pass. For $20,
students gain admission to all football,
basketball and hockey games-an offer which

* W->< •'

Good seats open
for Anton concert

While all of the $10 tickets have been sold,
good seats in the $8.50 and $5 price ranges
still remain for the 8 p.m. Nov. 6 Parents Day
Show featuring the multi-talented Susan Anton.
Backed by a 22-piece orchestra, Anton will
share the stage with the University's Jazz Lab
Band, which will present a program of music
from the "Big Band Era."
Tickets may be purchased at the Mileti
Alumni Center. Hours of the Center are 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Perhaps best known as the sexy
salesperson for Serta mattresses and Muriel
cigars, Anton Is a frequent performer at famous
night spots such as the Las Vegas MGM Grand
Hotel, the Riviera Hotel and Atlantic City's
Regency Hotel.
She has also hit the "Top 10" country music
record charts with her recording of "Killin'
Time."
Anton is also a frequent performer on
television, starring in four NBC musical variety
specials and one made for television movie
"Goldengirl." She has made 19 appearances
on the "Tonight Show" and has been a guest
on "The Merv Griffin Show" more than 40
times.

HPER kids clinic
needs volunteers
Twice each month, dozens of handicapped
children come to Bowling Green to run, swim,
ride bicycles, jump on a trampoline, play
basketball, or become involved in some other
activity.
For many of these children, the Saturday
mornings spent at Bowling Green are the
highlight of their existence. The opportunity to
move freely and be active is cherished by the
children; the opportunity to develop physical
skills is encouraged by their teachers and
parents.
The children are enrolled In the School
*-*• iMfO^I
HPER Saturday Clinic for the Handicapped, a
clinic which would not exist without the help of
University students.
And with the beginning of the new school
year, the Clinic needs student volunteers who
are wilting to donate a few hours (11 a.m. to 1
p.m.) two Saturday's every month. (Students
wiH be able to receive academic credit for their
work).
An organizational meeting for interested
students will be held at 9:30 p.m. Wednesday
(Sept. 8) in 106 Eppter Complex, North.
Students unable to attend the meeting should
contact Mary Bobb, 372-2525, before Friday
Juat like the magical village which is the
$5 for all others. Tickets for Sunday's
center of the story, the summer musical
performance wiH be $2 for all students, $3 for (Sept. 10).
The first clinic will be held Oct. 2. Dolores
"Brigadoon" wHI reappear for three encore
senior citizens, and $5 for all others. (Children
performances Friday through Sunday (Sept.
under the age of 12 wiH be admitted free to the Black, an associate professor in the School of
HPER, is director of the clinic
10-12) In the Moore Musical Arts Center's
Sunday performance when they are
Kobacker Hall
accompanied by a paying adult).
Lerner and Loewe's musical fantasy about a
Scottish village which exists just one day every
Tickets are on sale at the Moore Musical
An art exhibit by Bowling Green graduate
100 years wHI be staged at 8 p.m. Friday and Arts Center. Hours for the box office wK be 10 Emmanuel Enriquez will open Tuesday (Sept.
Saturday, and at 3 p.m. Sunday.
a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday, and 7) in the Mileti Alumni Center.
Tickets for the Friday and Saturday
two houre before curtain time. Additional
Free and open to the public, the exhibit wW
performances are $2 for University students. information and reservations can be obtained continue through Sept. 28. Exhibit hours are 8
$3 for other students and senior citizens, and by calling the box office at 372-0171.
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.

\ Is f 4
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'Brigadoon' to reappear
for encore performances

Art exhibit opens Tuesday

■——
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Kenny Loggins at BGSU Sept. 17
Versatile, creative, dynamic, and magical
are only some of the adjectives critics have
used to describe music superstar Kenny
Loggins, who will appear in concert at 8 p.m.
Sept. 18 in Anderson Arena.
Tickets for this versatile, creative, dynamic

and magical performance are now on sale at
the Union Ticket Window at the Information
Desk. The cost is $11. Tickets are also on sale
at The Source and all Finders Records in
Bowling Green.

Workshops, "mini-courses" planned
Again this year, the University Activities
Organization and the Student Recreation
Center will be offering "mini-courses," clinics,
and special programs for students.
Registration for UAO's mini-courses is now
being held in the UAO office, third floor of the
Union Registration hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays through Friday (Sept. 10).
This semester's selection of non-credit
courses include Asian and Indian cooking,
beginning guitar, yoga, mixology, juggling,
bicyclemaintenance, filmmaking, and frisbee.
Registration fees for courses range from free
to $30. Additional Information can be obtained
by contacting the UAO office.
The Student Recreation Center also has a
full range of programs planned for students.

mack Greek

Titles for mini-workshops include "Fit-ForAH," "T.O.N.E (Turn On To Noon Exercise),"
"Slimnastics," "Weight Loss Workshop," and
"Jazz It Up."
Clinics being offered include platform tennis,
racquetball, squash, the use of nautilus and
universal equipment, and wallyball, an "off-thewall" variationol volleyball.
In addition, swimming classes for persons of
all ages and abilities are being offered, as are
courses in diving, scuba diving, and aqua
dynamics.
Additional information on all of the Rec
Center programs can be obtained by
contacting the Center's office. Registration for
all of the programs begin Tuesday (Sept. 7) and
end Sept. 17. There is a $5 fee for the mlniworksops and the swim programs.

Leadership meetings set

The University Union wHI be the site for the
first Black Greek Leadership Conference to be
held Saturday and Sunday (Sept. 4-5). Free
and open to the public, the conference wHI
begin at 9 a.m. Saturday with a registration
reception.
Topics to be covered during the two-day
conference include Parliamentary procedure,
leadership styles, financial management,
program planning, developing service projects,
the need for Greek unity, projecting a good
chapter image, and the need for Black
leadership at Bowling Green.

Guest lecturers at the conference will
include Or Andrew Chisom, special assistant
lo the president at the University of South
Carolina; Michael Price, public relations
director of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity; and Eliner
Allen, Toledo regional president of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority.
The.conference is being sponsored by the
Black Greek Council, Minority Student
Activities, University Student Activities, Greek
Life, and the Developmental Education Program.

Rec Club to sponsor road race Sept. 25
Entries are now being accepted for a 5- and
10-kilometer road race set for Sept. 25 and
sponsored by the University Rec Club.
Set to begin at 10 a.m. at the Intramural
Fields east of the Stadium, the racers wi
weave their way through the campus before
returning to the playing fields. Prizes will be
awarded to the top male and female finishers in

four age divisions, and visors will be given to
the first 200 persons to enter the race.
Additional information and registration
material can be obtained by contacting the Rec
Club, 200 Eppler Complex, South. A
registration fee of $5 will be charged to those
who pre-register for the race; a fee of $6 wHI
be charged to those who register on race day

Green Sheet
Green Sheet is produced by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public
Relations In cooperation with The BG News.
The next Issue of Green Sheet will be publlehed Sept I7and will cover events
occurring between Sept 20 and Oct. 3. The deadline for submitting Information to be
listed in that Issue la noon Wednesday, Sept IS.
AH events must be submitted In writing to the Green Sheet editor, SOS
Administration Building. In the event of space limitations those events submitted at the
earliest date will be given preference.
Senior Marie Clsterino la serving as assistant editor this year, Junior Tom Hleefc la
serving as calendar editor.
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Weekend
Highlights

2:11 p.m. - COCO
General meeting wi be held for the Commuter Off-Campus
Organization Open to al Comuter Center, Moseley
3-4:10 p.m. - Carman Club
A Kaffee Stunde wi be held. Free and open to al. Shatzet
HH porch.

Noon-5 p-m. - Active Chrletlena Today
Picnic Open to al members. City Perk. Conneaut Rd
2 p.m. - Soccer
BOSU vs Central Michigan University Mickey Cochrane
Field.
2-6 p.m. - Waterootor Exhibition
See S a.m. Monday, Sept 6 listing.

1:30 p-m. - Soccer
BGSU va. Findlay. Mickey Cochrane Field.

Friday

2-6 p.m. - "Disability and the Arts 2"
See 8 am Monday. Sept 6 hating

3:10 p.m. - Student Teachers' Mealing
See 3:30 p.m Tuesday Sept. 7 toting

September 3

7:10 p.m. - Resident Student Association
OrgerteatJonel meeting Open to al Aaeembiy Room
McFal Center.

2:30-5:50 p.m. - UAO Happy Hour*
Welcome back happy houre featuring the WFAL aound
ayatem and dancing In the Side Dow wi be held. Open to
students 19 years and older Proof of age required Side
Door and Falcone's Neat. Union.

7:30 p.m. - Advortlsng Club
New member meeting Open to el. Moseley 204

6 p.m. - Pep Rally
A-rally for Saturday's game agHnst Ohio University wtf
begin at the chimes m the center of campus See story
elaewhere. Open to al.

7:30 p.m. - Honors Student Association
Raed Mohaen, a Lebanese Student at the University will
discuss "The Crisis In Lebanon " Open to al. Honors
Center. Kreischer

7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. UAO Campus Film
"Sharkey'a Machine," starring Burt Reynolds wlK be
shown. $1 50 with BGSU ID Main Auditorium. University
He*

7:30 p.m. - Accounting Club and Beta Alpha Pal
Meeting
Open lo al members and thoee interested m lolning Alumni
Suite, Union.

i

Saturday

7:30 p-m. - Fellowship of Christian Students Meeting.
Open to al.

September 4
9 a.m. - Meek Greek Leadership Conference
Registration win begin for the conference which runs
through Sunday See story elaewhere Free and open to
al. Second floor lobby. Union
1:10 p.m.-Football
BOSU vs Orno University Doyt Perry Field
7 p.m.-9:30 p.m - UAO Campus Film
See 7 p.m Friday. Sept 3 listing

• p.m. - Concert
Kenley Inglefield will perform a faculty recital on the
trombone/euphonium. Free end open to aU Kobaker Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center
t-10 p.m. - Public Skating
Students St .25 with BGSU ID. Skate Rental 50 cents Ice
Arena

This Week
and Next
at BG
Monday

9:30 p.m. - Worship Service
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooeter

September 6

7 p.m. - Maea
St Aloysius Church, 150 S Enterprise

7:30 p.m. - Campus Crusade For Christ
Christian Fellowship Meeting wffl be held Open to al
Town Room. Union.
7:30 p.m. - Association lor Systems Management
Introductory Meeting Open to MIS maiors and other
interested students 110 Business Administration

8 e.m.-5 p.m. - Watercotor Exhibition
Watermarks,'' a national invitational watercotor exhibition
will be on display through September 19. Free and open to
al McFall Center Gallery

7:30-9:30 p.m. - Fraternity Rush
Open to al men Alpha Tau Omega and Delta Tau Delta.
New Fraternity Row.

S a.m.-5 p.m. - "Dlsabllty and the Arts 2"
An exhibition of art by disabled persons from Sonoma State
University in California wi be on display through Oct. 10.
Free and open to al Fine Arts Gallery. Fine Arts BuKJIng

1:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Gunge Din,' starring Cery Grant. Douglas Fairbanks and
Sam Jaffe wil be shown. Free and open to al 210 Math
Science

11:30 a.m.-Maes
St Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin

9:30 p.m. - German Club
A German Stammtiech wi be held. Open to all Myles
Pizza. 516 E. Wooster.

7:30 p.m. - German Film Series
"Young Tories*," with Engtoh subtitles wil be shown Free
and open to al. Sponsored by The German department and
UAO 112 Life Sciences

Friday
September 10

Tuesday
September 7

9:15 a.m. -Me sa
St. Aloysius Church, 150 S Enterprise.
11:30 a.m.-Maea
St. Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin
3:30 p.m. - Student Teachers' Meeting
Open to al senior student teachers. Main Auditorium,
University Hal
4:30-8:30 p.m. - Rubgy
Men's team wi practice through Thursday Open to al
interested newcomers College Park Field, north of Life
Sciences Building
t pjn. - COCO
Organizational meeting lor the Communter Off-Campus
Orgenlzation. Free and open to al Commuter Center,
Moseley
7 p.m. - Active Christians Today
Fellowship meeting. Open to al members Alumni Room.
Union.
7:10-8:10 p.m. - Fraternity Rush
Open to el men. Alpha Tau Omega and Delta Tau Delta.
New Fraternity Row.
t p.m. - Concert
Graduate Student Joseph Murphy wil perform on the
saxophone Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore
Musical Arts Center.
9:30 p.m. - Christian Science College Organization
Meeting Open to el. Fort Room, Union
9 p.m. - Panhellemc Council
Meeting Open to at. Community Suite. Union.
8 p.m. - The Key Yearbook
Orgenizatlonel meeting open to Individuals Interested In
writing, photography, artists, designers end sale* people
310 Student Services

8 p.m. - 4-H Club

7:10 a.m. - Maaa
St. Aloysius Church, 160 S. Enterprise.

,

9:30 p.m. - Christian Science College Organization
Meeting Open to al Fort Room. Union

11 s.m.-3 p.m. - Phi Kappa Pal
A Bathtub Race wi be held Free and open to all Peregrin
Pond

9:30 a.m.. 6 p.m. - Worship Service
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S Enterprise
10 a.m. - Worship Service
Flrat Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church

Wednesday

10, 11:15 a.m.. 1:15 am. - Miss
St Thomas More Church 425 Thurstin

7:30 am. - Mae*
St. Aloysius Church, 150 S Enterprise

1-1 p.m Public Skating
See 11 am Friday, Sept 10 listing

9:30 s.m. - Student Teacher Seminar
See 3:30 p.m Tuesday. Sept 14 listing

1:10 p.m. -Football
BGSU at Central Michigan University |Mt Pleasant).

11:30 am.-Maes
St Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin

2-6 p.m. - Watercotor Exhibition
See Monday. Sept 6 listing

3:30 p.m. - Student Teacher Seminar
See 9:30 am Tuesday. Sept 14 listing

2-5 p.m. - '-Disability and the Art* 2"
See 8am Monday. Sept 6 listing

5:30 p.m. - Student Teacher Seminar
See 11 30 a m Tuesday. Sept 14 listing

1:10 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU at Western Michigan University (Kalamazoo)

• p.m. - United Christien Fellowship
Community Services Volunteer Organization Night Open
to al interested in volunteering. 313 Thurstin

4 p.m. - Mass
St Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstin

Alumni Room.

1:30 p.m. - Campus Bridge Club
The first duplicate match ol the year will be held Open to al
experienced bridge players with or without a partner
$1.25 per player Ohio Suite. Uruon
2-5 p.m. - Watercotor Exhibition
See 8 am Monday. Sept 6 listing
2-6 p.m. - 'Disability and the Art* 2"
See 6 am Monday. Sept 6 listing
3 p.m. - University Theater Production
See 8 pm. Friday. Sept 10 listing
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8pm Wednesday. Sept 8 toting
6 p.m. - Vesper Service
Open to al United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurstm
7 p.m. - Film Series
His Stubborn Love." by Joyce Landorf will open a sixweek flm sbrles for -women Open to el. Peace Lutheran
Church, 1028 W. Peart
8 p.m. - Concert
Organist Vernon Wolcott wil perform a faculty recital
including the works ol Bach, Rorem and Mendelssohn
Free and open to all Organ Studio. Moore Musical Arts
Center

Monday
September 13

Faculty
4 p.m. - Soccer
BGSU vs Indiana-Purdue (Ft. Weyne) Mickey Cochrane
Field
7:30 p.m. - German Film Series
Malatesta," with Engtoh subtitles will be shown Free and
open to al. Sponsored by the German department and
UAO 112 Life Sciences
7:30 p.m. - Resident Student Association
Meeting Open to al Assembly Room. McFal Center

I p.m. - Worship Service
Fellowship ol Chrieban Students. Open to al. FCS House,
128S Colege

7:30 p.m. - Square Dance Club
Organizational meeting. Free and open to al. 118 Epler
Complex, Center

9:10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7 p.m. Friday. Sept. 10 toting

8 p.m. - College Republicans
Organizational Meeting Open to al. 204 Moseley

Midnight - UAO Campus Film
"Heavy Metal," an animated fantasy flm wi be shown
$1.50 with BGSU ID. Mam Auditorium. University Hal.

8 p.m. - Concert
See 8 p.m Sunday Sept. 12 toting.
8-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 8 toting.
9:15 p.m. - Interfratenjfty Council
Meeting Open to al. McFal Center, Assembly Room.

September 11
• a.*.. - Got!
Women* team v*. Ferrie State
Course.

Forrest Creason Go*

11 a.m. - Crocs Country
Men's team at University of Toledo with Ohio State.

7:30 e.m. - Student Teacher Interview Slgn-Ups
First interview sign-up* wi begin. Open to al student
teachers. Forum. Student Services

11 a.m. -Rugby
Men* A and B teems vs. Sendueky. Colege Park Field.

9:30 a.m. - Student Teachers' Masting
Sea 3:30 p.m Tuaedey, Sept. 7 toting

Noon - Bom* Phi Epaiton
The annual mud tug wil be held. Open to al. Cotoge Perk
north of Otfenheuer

11:10 a-m.-1
St. Thomaa More Church. 425 Thurstm.

Noon-S pjn. - Public Skating
See 11 am. Friday. Sept. 10 toting

1 p.m. - Rugby
Men's A, B end C teams vs Kent State University College
Park Field

September 15

11.30 a.m. -Mass
St Thomaa More Church. 425 Thurstin

11 s.m. - Cross Country
Woman's team at University ol Michigan (Arm Arbor).

Septembers

11 a.m. - Cross Country
Men's team at Ohio University (Athens)

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Embossings by Emmanuel Enrlquez
See 8am Tuesday. Sept. 7 listing

t s.m-5 p.m. - Choral Musk Reading Clinic
Open to al. Bryan Recital Hal end 1040 Choral Room,
Moore Musical Arts Center

Wednesday

9 pjn. - Psnhellenlc Council
Meeting Open to al. Community Suite. Union.

9:30,11 e.m. - Worship Service
First United Methodist Church, 1506 E Wooeter

5 p.m. - UAO Mini Course*
Deadline to signup tor courses. UAO Office Third floor.
Union

Orgenizatlonel meeting Free and open to eft Living Center.

Home Ecoriorrac*.

9:15 a.m. - Cross Country
Women's team at Kentucky Invitational (Lrvmgton. Ky )

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - "Disability and the Aria"
See8 am Monday. Sept. 6 toting

Saturday

Saturday
September 18

1 p.m. - Student Consumer Union
New member meeting Open to al 115 Education.

2:30 p.m. - Graduate Student Senate
Meeting. Open to al McFall Center Assembly Room.

• p.m. - University Theater Production
The musical "Bngadoon." wil be performed. See story
elsewhere Tickets are $2 tor students with BGSU I.D., $3
for students and senior citizens, and S5 for others
Kobacker Hal, Moors Musical Arts Center.

Midnight - UAO Campu* Film
"The Seduction." starring Morgan Faxchld and Andrew
Stevens w* be shown $1.50 with BGSU ID Mem
Auditorium. University Hell

September 12

7:30 a.m. - Mass
St Aloysius Church. 150 S Enterprise

7 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Victor. Victoria," starring Juke Andrews wU be shown.
$1 50 with BGSU ID Main Auditorium. University Hal

9:16 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7:30 toting

Sunday

12:30 p.m. - I
St Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin

8:10 p.m. - Shabbat Service
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group
Lounge, Union.

• pjn. - Worship Service
Fellowship of Christian Students Open to al FCS Houee,
128 S College

9 s.m. - Gorf .
Women* teem at Lady Wolverine Invitational (University of
Michigan. Ann Arbor)

1:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee
Organizational Meeting Open to al Fireside Lounge. St
Thomaa More Church, 425 Thurstin

II Ml/1 p.m. - Public Skating
A cheap skate wil be held. Admission for students is 50
cents with BGSU I.D. Ice Arena.

11*) s.m. - Student Teacher Seminar
A seminar on graduate schools wi be held. Open to al
eludent teachers Second Floor Lounge. Student Service*

7:30-9:30 p.m. - Fraternity Rush
Open to al men Alpha Tau Omega and Delta Tau Delta
New Fraternity Row

Forrest Creaaon Golf

9:15 a-m. - Maea
St Aloysius Church, 160 S. Enterprise

8-11 p.m. - UAO Sidedoor Entertainment
The Art Bradford Band wa play hits from the 50* and 80a
at a "Blast From the Past Party." Patrons are encouraged
to come m costume. Adrmesion$1 Open to al. Side Door,
Union

7 p.m. - Nettonal Student Speech Language end
Hearing Association
Informational meeting. Open to al 105 South Hal.

Midnight - UAO Campus Film
See midnight. Friday, Sept 10 listing

8-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8pm Wednesday, Sept. 8 toting.

I a.m. - Golf
Women's teem vs. Ferris State
Course

8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Embossing by Emmanuel Enrlquez
A one-man exhibition of thia local artist's paintings wil be
on display weekdays thru September 28. Free and open to
al Mleti Alumni Center Gallery

6-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8pm Wednesday. Sept 8 listing

10:30 e.m. - Worship Service
Peace Lutheran Church. 1026 W Pearl

September 9

1:30 a-m. - Student Teacher Seminar
A serraner on interview* wi be held. Open to at student
teachers Second Floor Lounge, Student Services.

7 p.m. - Active Christians Today
Feeowship meeting Open to al members Alumni Room,
Union

10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
Universty Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E Wooster

Thursday

8-9 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 pm. Wednesday. Sept. 8 toting.

3:30 p.m. - Student Teacher Seminar
A seminar on writing resumes wi be held Open to el
student teachers Second Floor Lounge Student Services

t p.m. - University Theater Production
See 8 p.m. Friday Sept 10 listing

10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by Active Chnstians Today
Union

10:15 p.m. - Silent Communion
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E Wooeter

7:30 p.m. - Women For Women
Orientation and Business Meeting Open to an Faculty
Lounge. Union.

8 e.m.-5 p.m. - UAO Mini Course Sign-up
Open to anyone interested in taking one of many courses
anging from beginning popular guitar to Asian/Indian
cooking Signups will continue through Sept. 10. UAO
office, third floor. Union

4 p.m. - Rugby
Men's C teem va. Pittsburgh College Park Field

8:46, 11 a.m. - Worship Services
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S College

I p.m. - UAO Organization Meeting
Open to a* Balroom, Union.

September 14
•:15am.-Mae*
St Aloysius Church, 1 SO S Enterprise.

11:30 em. -Mesa
St Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstm.

4 p.m. - Mass
St Thomaa More Church, 425 Thurstm

5:30 p.m. - Mass
St Aloysius Church. 150 S Enterprise.

7:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Alumni Association
Organizational meeting Open to al interested undergraduate students Mdeti Alumni Center.

S pjn. - Concert
The Friends of Jesus Band, a contemporary gospel mueic
group wi perform. Free end open to al Sponsored by the
University Bible Studies 126 West He*.

Tuesday

5:30 p.m. - Mass
St Aloysius Church. 150 S Enterprise

7 p.m. - Volleyball
BGSU vs Kent State Memorial Hal.

7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7 30 p m Friday. Sept 17 listing

7:30 p.m. - Fellowship ol Christian Students.
Meeting. Open to aH Prout Chapel
1 p.m. - COCO
Meeting tor the Commuter Oil Campus Organization
Alumni Committee wU be held. Homecoming acttvitie8 wil
be discussed. Open to al. Commuter Center. Moseley

8 p.m. - UAO Concert
Kenny Loggms will periorm Anderson Arena
8-10 pm. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m. Wednesday Sept 8 listing

8 p.m. - Concert
Cellist Alan Smith assisted by pianist Diana Smith, wil give
a faculty recital Including the works ol Beethoven. Gtazunov and Francoeui Free and open to al. Organ Studio.
Moore Musical Arts Center.

9:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7 30 p m Friday. Sept 17 listing

8 p.m. - Faahlon Merchandising Association
Organizational meeting Open to al Assembly Room,
McFall Center

Midnight - UAO Campus Film
See midnight Friday, Sept 1 7 listing

8-10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p.m Wednesday, Sept 8 Hating

Sunday

9:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
See 7 p.m. Friday. Sept 9 listing

September 19

9:30 p.m. - Worship Service
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E Wooster

8,10 a.m., noon - Mass
St Aloysius Church. 150S Enterpnse

9:30 p.m. - Saturday Clinic for the Handicapped
Open to students interested in working with exceptional
children on Saturdays tor the 1982-83 school year
Academic credit available See story elsewhere 106
Eppler North
10:15 p.m. - Silent Communion
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E Wooster.

8:45. 11 e.m. - Worship Services
St Marks Lutheran Church. 315 S Colege
9:30 a.m. - Worhahlp Services
Chans Community. Proul Chapel
9:30, 11 a.m. - Worship Services
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E Wooster

Thursday

9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Worship Service
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S Enterprise

September 16

10 a.m. - Worship Service
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church

Noon - Gormen Club
Meeting Open to all Heading Room, 142 Shatzel
6 p.m. - United Christien Fellowship
New student dinner Admission $1 Open to al
Thurstm

10,11:15 a.m., 1:15 p.m. - Mass
SI Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin
313

7 p.m - Mass
St Aloysius Church, 150 S Enterprise

10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
Sponsored by Active Chnstians Today
Union

Alumni Room.

10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooeter

7:10 p.m. - Msss
St Thomas More Church 425 Thurstm

10:30 a.m. - Worship Service
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 W Pearl

8-10 p.m. - Public Sksting
See 8 p.m Wednesday. Sept. 8 listing
8-11 p.m. - UAO Sidedoor Entertainment
The Art Bradford Band will play tuts from the 50s and 60s
at a "Blast From the Past Party." Patrons are encouraged
to come m costume. Admission $1. Open to al Side Door,
Union.

11 e.m. - Bagel Brunch
Free and open to al Sponsored by the Jewish Students
Group Faculty Lounge. Union
2-5 p.m. - Watercotor Exhibition
See 8 am Monday. Sept 6 listing

8:10 p.m. - United Christian Fellowship
Spiritual Growth Group Open to al. 313 Thuratm.

2-5 pjn..- "Disability and the Art* 2"
See 8 am. Monday. Sept. 6 toting

8:10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Hound of the Beskervies" and "The Little Princess." wfl
be shown Free and open to al. 210 Math Science.

3:10-5:10 p.m. - Public Skating
See 8 p m Wednesday. Sept 8 toting

8 pjn. - Concert
9:10 p.m. - German Club
A German Stammhsch wa be held Open lo al. Mytee
Pizza. 516 E Wooeter.

8-10 pjn. - Public Skating
See 8 p m Wednesday. Sept 8 toting

Friday
September 17
lajn.-OoH
Women's teem at Lady Wolverine Invitational (University of
Michigan. Ann Arbor).
9:16 a.m.-I
St. Aloysius Church, 150 S. Enterpriae
ft a.m.-2 pan. - Public Skating
Sea 11 am. Friday. Sept. 10estmg
12:»0 pjn. - Maaa
St. Thomaa More Church. 425 Thurann.
6:10 p.m. - Shabbat Service
Sponsored by the Jewish Student* Group.
Lounge, Union.

Viokniat Paul Makara and pianist Jerome Rose w* perform
Free and open to al Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts
Center.

Faculty

7.*0 pm. - UAO Campus FUm
"Morrirnie Dear**!," starring Faye Duneway wU be ehown.
S1.60 with BGSU ID Main AudMorium, University Hal.
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Gubernatorial race begins

Workfare major issue in Ohio
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- With the issues of workfare, energy and New Federalism serving as
ammunition, Clarence
Brown and Richard Celeste came out swinging
yesterday in the first round
of the fight for the governor's office.
The two candidates exchanged views before the
Chamber of Commerce in
Youngstown and the Ohio
Conference of Teamsters
in Columbus, their first
appearances together
since before the June primary.
Brown, a Republican
congressman from Urbana, told the Teamsters
conference that a workfare
Erogram could help supply
ibor for badly needed
maintainence of state
property.
"THE FILLING of potholes, the building of
bridges, even the mowing
of median strips could be
done by people in that situ-

ation (welfare)," Brown
said. "It not only saves us
public funds that otherwise
would have to be spent on
this . . . but it would also
Cride good benefits for
individual."
But Celeste, a Democrat
from Cleveland, sounded a
cautionary note.
"Workfare should never
!provide the use of people
rom welfare rolls in paying jobs that would otherwise be occupied by
someone who would be out
looking for full-time
work," Celeste said. "It's a
very dangerous precedent."
"All budgets have been
severely cut," Brown replied. "That's why the use
of some of these people on
workfare would be helpful.
We have a massive amount
of work that has to be done
in the infrastructure sector
that we've got to catch up
with. This is the best time
to do it because it seems to
be the most economic
time."

AT the Columbus conference, the candidates sat
side by side at one table,
fielding questions from
three Teamsters officials
and taking notes while the
opponent was speaking.
When Brown was asked
what he as governor would
do about soaring natural
gas rates for utility customers, he said he favored
a state law forbidding companies from buying highcost gas when low-cost gas
is available.
"Unfortunately, those
gas rates are part of law
that was passed in 1977
under the administration
of President Jimmy Carter
that enabled and really
encouraged some of the
gas companies to go out
and purchase high-cost gas
and fold it into their gas
costs," Brown said. 'Tve
entered suit with the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission on this issue
in the hope that we can
break that practice. It's a
bad law."

IN HIS summary remarks, Celeste accused his
opponent of having been
one of the strongest advocates of decontrol regulation.
The session was plagued
by technical difficulties
with the sound system. At
one point, Brown was interrupted by music that
suddenly began blaring
from a loudspeaker.
"I'm not sure I can do it
(answer) in time to the
music," he quipped.
Celeste said he would
work as governor to repeal
the Motor Carriers Act of
1980, legislation that Teamsters officials say influenced the closing of 181
Ohio trucking companies.
Brown said he voted for
the bill and that the legislation had the support of
the Ohio Conference of
Teamsters at the time. He
said the Interstate Commerce Commission hasn't
Eroperly administered the
iw and that he favors its

repeal unless the agency
does so.
EARLIER, at the
Youngstown meeting,
Brown said President Ronald Reagan's "New Federalism" program should
help increase federal tax
dollars returned to the
state. But Celeste called
the plan "hopelessly optimistic."
Both candidates voiced
opposition to a proposed
constitutional amendment
to require that members of
the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio be elected.
Celeste said he favors
having the governor appoint PUCO commissioners. If he is elected, Celeste
said, his criteria for appointing commissioners
would include their education, management skills
and concern for consumers. He also promised to
appoint a senior citizen
living on a fixed income to
the panel.

Students explore aqua sports
Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

The athletic department's scuba and sailing
clubs offer University students the opportunity to
enjoy water sports as well
as some chances to travel
and participate in some
unusual activities.
The sailing club is a way
for students to practice
their skills in small boat
sailing on campus, in Lake
Erie and even m the ocean.
In the past the club has
[iracticecf in the golf course
ake and had outings in the

Maumee Bay area of Lake
Erie. During spring break
of last year the club traveled to Florida where they
set sail for the Bahamas.
Warren Scholler, coordinator of the sports club for
the University, said the
club competed last year,
winning the Laser Two Regata race. Scholler also
said this year the group
would like to compete in a
national tournament,
something they hasn't
been done in recent years.
SCHOLLER SAD) THE
University owns a small

boat the sailing club uses
for nearby outings, and
they rent other boats for
distant voyages. The cost,
according to Scholler, can
be expensive as the club is
alotted little money from
state funds. The actual
amount varies, he said,
and depends on what activities members involve
themselves in.
"Sailing is not a poor
man's sport," he said.
Last year the club had
thirty members. The total
membership for this year
is uncertain, as it is still in
the organizing stage. The

FIRST ANNUAL REC CLUB
10 K RUN

club is supervised by its
commodore, Nancy Stark.
The scuba club, under
the direction of assistant
aquatic director at the Student Recreation Center,
Chuck O'Brien, is also in
the process of organizing
for this year.
Last year the club had
about 35 to 40 student
members and participated
in many activities on and
off campus. Its members
are mostly certified divers, according to O'Brien.
Anyone who is not certifiedbut wishes to join is encouraged to take lessons at
the Student Recreation
Center.
IN THE PAST, the club
has held underwater endurance marathons for
charity, outings to local
diving sites and playing
underwater hockey. The ■
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LIMITED OFFER

Awards Donated by
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LIMITED OFFER... LIMITED OF-

Five admissions for the price
of four. BGSU Student Bargain
Books ON SALE in the UNION Foyer
Sept. 7-10.13-14 from 11 am-1 pm

a.
UJ
E

FALCON HOUSE
Sportswear Shop

O'Brien said the Student
Recreation Center has one
full outfit that students can
use for those who can't
afford the normal $850
cost. Equipment also can
be rented from sporting
goods stores and diving
shops.

§

Bargain Book Sale
1
1982-83 Theatre
±
Admissions at 1981 PricesI

Q
UJ
I-

Entry forms at
200 Eppler South

The scuba season is
year-round and during the
winter months the club
may participate in activities in Cooper Pool or even
try some ice diving.
O'Brien said the main
goal for this year is increasing travel and getting
together with other diving
clubs. "I am hoping for
major changes in the club
this coming year," he said.

BGSU Theatre

in
u.

FALCON HOUSE

group has also traveled to
Florida during school
breaks to enjoy ocean diving.

"J
I

LIMITED OFFER... LIMITED OFFER...LIMITED OFFER..

PENDLETON MGMT
Village Green & Luther Apt
1 & 2 bedroom still available.
Buildings reserved for married adults
and/or graduate students.
Office: 480 Lehman Apt. 102
(by the bus station)

Well Be Working Hard To Make

Labor Day Special

352-6167 or 352-2276

Just For You!

PJJ

I

BG Mews photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Tartu Akridge, a sophomore speech pathology major, trys out for a spot with tha
Universily Preforming Dancers. Auditions ware hald Thursday in Hayes Hall.

Regulations:
Student code enforced
by Eva Parzlale
managing editor

The main responsibility
of the office of Standards
and Procedures is to enforce the rules and regulations of the student code,
according to Derek Dickinson, director. This code
covers student behavior
on-campus and any violations are referred to Dickinson's office.
Standards and Procedures hears about 400
cases per year. "The leading offense is drunk and
disorderly," Dickinson
said, "and theft is right up
there, along with marijuana, and destruction and
vandalism."
A major problem Dickinson encounters is the
theft of street signs and
property damage to homes
in Bowling Green. Because
of this, his office attempts
to maintain a two-way
communication system
with the city.
"Students can be
charged with a code violation by anyone, including
faculty, staff and other students," he said.
Students charged with a
violation are given the
choice of having their case

i.in...tu.i....unui.i.l.iliu.iilil..t...i.l.liiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
FREE styling consultations tor men & women.
Come learn how we can make you look better!

Put these money-saving coupons to work for you!

FREE PIZZA.

r3uyany rjizia and get trie next
smaller same style pizza with
equal number of loppings. FREE.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Not valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 9/17/82 BG

t

$3.00 or $2.00 Off.
Get S 3.00 off a large or S 2.00 off
a medium size pizza, any style and
as many toppings as you want.
Present this coupon with guest
check. Mot valid with any other
offer.
Expiration: 9/17/82 BG

SAVE $41

With the beginning of a new football
season, the Athletic Department is
pleased to announce a new concept in

Now only $10!

SAVE $31 Now only SSI
(Hot rollers or wet sets: $2 extra)

GROUP SEATING. Starting with the home
opener against Ohio University, special

SAVE $101 Now only $251

section of Perry Field's EAST STANDS have
been reserved for groups of 15 or more.
Tickets can be purchased for $2.00 each or
you can use your student All-Sports Pass.
Group seating is available for each game but
arrangements must be made in advance
(group tickets will not be sold at the gate on
game day) at the BGSU Ticket Office. Stop in
today and
have your group in attendance
throughout the 1982 football season!

SAVE $71 Now mHy $*!
SAVE $101 Now oft% $261
SAVE $51 Now only S1S-S21!
SAVE $41 Now only $T2-$W
(Slight additional charge for
below-shoulder-length hair)

Command Performance

1616 E. WOOSTER

The Hairstyling Place
Salon hours: 10-9 M-F, 9-7 Sat. 12-5 Sun Tel. 352-6516
1072 N. Main Street
Bowing Green, Ohio
Appointments available for perms & coloring.
HURRYl Sale la for LIMITED TIME ONLYI

352-4657

For pizza out its Pizza Inri:-J

UMi

.»:«p».

'

THE BOARD members
are appointed and approved by the Undergraduate Student Government.
The Board is responsible
for conducting a hearing,
making a decision and
sending their recommendation to Dickinson, who
makes the final decision
concerning each students'
case.
"I have veto power over
the Board," Dickinson
said. "But what I'm most
concerned about is due
process and fairness and if
the correct procedures are
used."
If a student does not
want his case heard by the
Board, he can have the
case heard by Dickinson in
the informal atmosphere
of his office.
"It's really up to the
students," he said.
"Wherever they feel most
comfortable," is where
they usually ask to have
their case heard.
In either situation, students have the right to
receive all documentation
of charges and can present
witness on their behalf.

"Standards and Procedures deals solely with
circumstantial evidence or
the preponderance of evidence, Dickinson said.
Defendants do not have to
be proven guilty beyond a
resonable doubt.
IF A STUDENT is found
guilty of violating any secSon of the student code, he
can appeal the verdict to
the University Appeals
Board which can reverse
or uphold the decision,
Dickinson said. The Appeals Board cannot increase the penalty.
"The Board deals with
procedural errors," Dickinson said. "It does not retry the case."
The University Board of
Appeals is composed of
two faculty members appointed by the Faculty Senate, one administrator
appointed by the president,
two graduate students appointed by the Graduate
Student Senate and two
undergraduate students
appointed the Undergraduate Student Government.
If a student is found
guilty of violating any University regulation, from
academic misconduct to
selling or possession of
narcotics, he is subject to a
number of penalties. Penalties, which depend on
the severity of the violation, range from written or
oral warnings to dismissal
from the University for at
least one academic year.

ATTENTION
BG STUDENTS

(Special Fall '82
Reduced Prices!)
Precision haircut w/
shampoo & styling
(Reg. $14)
Shampoo & styling
(Reg. $8)
Full permanent •
(Reg. $35)
Part'l permanent •
(Reg. $25)
Frosting •
(Reg. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting •
(Reg. $«-$22)
• Haircut extra

heard before Dickinson or
in front of the Student Arbitration Board.
"The Board is totally
run by students. It is made
up of five 'justices' who
hear the case. There are
also student prosecuters
and student defense attorneys," Dickinson said.

SUPPORT YOUR
FALCONS
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Aide disguises
identity to gain
campaign data
OBERLIN, 0. (AP) - A
consulting firm for Timothy Martin, Republican
challenger to Congressman Donald Pease, alleges
that a Pease aide tried to
gain information about
Martin's campaign by disguising his identity.
Pease called it a foolish
incident, but said he did
not think any laws were
broken.
Pease aide William
Goold went to the Washington, D.C., consulting firm
of Talcott, McCabe and
Bowser, said Tom McCabe, senior partner of the
firm.
The firm is doing campaign work for Martin because McCabe was a
college friend of the Republican challenger at
Taylor University in
Upland, Ind., McCabe said
yesterday.
On Aug. 19. Goold "came
in and sat down and told
me he was thinking about
running for office in Virginia," McCabe said. "He
told me he lived in Virginia
and worked for a big
firm."

Singer warbles for social problems
by Scott Sleek
news editor

Like any promising talent, Charlene Hill wants to
become a famous and
wealthy star via her vocal
chords.
But the freshman music
major, who made a record
at the age of 16, wants to
use that glory to make her
stand against social problems.
Hill has become a devout
Christian, and when she
reaches the top, she wants
to use the glamorous earnings associated with stardom to help drug addicts,
alcoholics and prostitutes
rehabilitate themselves.

Goold spelled his name as
"Gould* in McCabe's office Aug. 19.
"I wouldn't give any information to anyone, let
alone someone named Bill
Goold," McCabe said. "I
don't think he gained anything from his tune here."
Goold wanted to know
how the campaign was
going, what the firm was
doing and what issues were
being examined, McCabe
said.
Pease said yesterflay
from his campaign office
in Sandusky that Goold did
not ask about Martin's
campaign, but that he did
visit McCabe's office.

"I want to take people
like that and put them in a
Christian home, and reform them," she said yesterday.
She added that she hopes
her public image will
inspire others to do their
part in combating social
ills.

"He made that visit
without my knowledge or
my permission, which I
certainly would not have
given. It was a foolish
thing for him to do and I
have made it plain that I
want no repetition of such
activity," Pease said.
Goold made the visit on
his lunch hour, Pease said.

"I CARE A LOT about
people," she said. "Theretore, I'm pro-life. I'm for
hand gun control. What I
think affects our rights,
I'm involved in."

"MR. GOOLD has been
assured by legal counsel
that the incident involves
no violation of law," the
McCABE SAB) he later congressman said.
called the firm - Patton,
Martin said he intends to
Boggs and Blow - but a
mail complaints Friday to
spokesman said the company did not have an em- the Federal Election ComEloyee named Bill Goold or mission and the House
Committee on Standards of
ould.
Official Conduct, said
McCabe said he was
Dean Bishop, media direcaware that a Bill Goold
tor for Martin's campaign.
worked for Pease, but that

Charlene Hill

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo

Hill, who moved to McDonald West from Perrysburg, maintains an
invulnerable optimism toward her future. When she
talks of becoming famous,
she uses the word "when,
not "if." Scattered listeners have heard her voice
on the few 45 rpm recordings released from Ken R.

New Frazee residents confident

WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS

Damaged apartments rebuilt
by Karen Sandstrom
staff reporter

Lightning never strikes
twice, or at least that's
what some tenants of 818
Frazee Ave. are hoping.
The apartment building
was struck by a Piper Cherokee 140 plane flying out
of Wood County Airport
last May. The Frazee
apartments were reconstructed during summer,
and although the rebuilding was completed within a
few months, tenants said
they are generally happy

with their apartments.
"Love it," said Lisa
Mack of apartment 10. Her
roommate, Kim McCoy
said "The walls are kind of
thin. You can hear everything, but everything is
new."
Apartment 10, as all
other apartments in the 818
complex no longer has a
back door. Before the
plane crash and subsequent fire, all the apartments had back doors.
These were the exits
through which the tenants
in the building escaped

when the crash occurred.
WOOD COUNTY CHIEF
Building Inspector Robert
V. Connelly said, however,
that the single exit is in
compliance with housing
codes.
"The way the code (concerning apartment exits)
reads, if the door of the
apartment opens directly
to the outside, then there
has to be two ways to go
from there. In this case,
left or right (once a person
was on the walkway outside).

"But," he added,
"there's nothing for the
size of that building that
says there would have to
be two doors."
Some of the second story
apartments, although they
no longer have back doors,
have a back walkway accessible by window.
"Where there used to be
a door, now there's a window big enough to walk
through," said Steve Howell of apartment six.'Tm a
firm believer in the philosophy that lightning and
planes never strike twice,"

he added.
Although Howell does
not fear a recurrence of
last spring's tragedy, he
noted that planes still
come in on the runway by
Frazee.
THERE WAS A plane
that flew over here yesterday,-we kind of wondered
if it was gonna clear the
roof," Howell said.
While some tenants,
such as Jerry Schrock of
apartment eight, think airElane traffic by Frazee has
een minimized, Pete
Perry of the Wood County

Financers seek economic cure
TORONTO (AP)-Fears
of an international lending
crisis haunt a week of talks
by finance ministers and
bankers gathered from
across the globe in search
of economic cures to the
world-wide recession.
The occasion is the 37th
annual meeting of the two
major world lending organizations, the International
Monetary Fund and the
World Bank. Economic
leaders from more than 140
nations are expected to
attend sessions which get
underway this weekend.
The mood is grim. Grim
about a deteriorating economic outlook for rich and
poor nations alike; about
mounting financial strains
on the world's most indebted countries; about a
widening rift between the
United States and its allies
over trade, economic policies and relations with the
Soviet Union.
The main dispute at the
formal meetings involves
money: how much in new

loans other countries can
extract from the United
States and how little the
United States can get away
with contributing to the
IMF and World Bank.
Informal discussions will
focus on the threats the
international banking system faces from a growing
list of troubled debtors un-

able to meet payments on
their multi-billion-dollar
debts, such as Mexico, Argentina, Poland and Cuba.
"Obviously, there is danger in the banking system
at this point until such time
as these problems can be
worked out," concedes
U.S. Treasury Secretary
Donald T. Regan, who is
heading the American del-

DID YOU BUY AN
ALL-SPORTS PASS?
If you did, pick up your pass and your
Bonus Book at the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office from 9 am-5 pm daily. You can
also pick up your pass on Saturday at
a West Side Ticket Booth prior to the
Falcon-Ohio University game. If you
didn't buy an All-Sports Pass, what
are you waiting for??????????????????

SUPPORT YOUR TEAM
BE THERE SATURDAY

VATAN'S LOCKER ROOM
Welcome Back Sale

Almost everything in our store reduced!
15-4p%^>ff Shqetf
30% Off Baseball:
MITRE
While shopping register for
T-SHIRTS
WILSON
our Drawing for a BGSU Jacket.
GLOVES
BROOKS No purchase required. Drawing to
BATS
RIDDELL
be conducted on Tuesday, Oct. 12
HATS
FOOTBALL A
20% OFF
BASEBALL CLEATS
JEWELRY
109 N. MAIN STREET
10-3:30 MON SAT
*SoU Only Applies to Products In Stock

Inc. in Toledo.
Boone was talking about
About five hundred cop- God in her hit recording,
ies of the record were re- "You Light Up My Life.^
leased from the Ken R.
studio. Hill said. The reAt 14 she committed her
cord featured a country- life to God, a step she said
rock tune entitled enhanced her self-image
"Georgia Ann." On the flip and became the driving
side is''Enjoy the Boys," a force behind her career
song that isn't as sugges- goals.
tive as the title infers, she
said.
"I REALLY THOUGHT
Before signing a con- that I could reach out and
tract with the Ken R. Inc. touch people with my
studio. Hill traveled songs," she said. "I had
around Nashville looking been a Christian before,
for a suitable recording but I kept backsliding a lot.
company to distribute her And I judged people, and I
songs.
didn't like myself. I hated
But she said the Nash- myself."
ville music businessmen
As she begins her Unicharged high prices and
didn't appear trustworthy. versity career, Hill will
So she returned to Toledo work as a waitress at
to make her record debut. Frischs' Big Boy RestauHill concentrates on rant on East Wooster
Christian rock music as a Street. She also plans to
specialty, but she finds continue to sing at wedstrength from big-name dings and hopes to form a
artists in the rock'n'roll singing group to perform
on campus.
world.
She plans to head for
"I THINK rock'n'roll
has influenced me a lot," California when she gradshe said. "John Denver, uates from college. Acting
Blondie. Pat Benatar-they is her long range goal, ana
she particularly hopes to
inspired me."
As a Christian, she de- perform in musicals.
But the lavish lifestyle of
cided to move toward the
religous rock sector of pop a star doesn't appeal to
her.
She said she would
music.
"People say a Christian rather lift the spirits of her
girl like you shouldn't be audiences through her musinging rock and roll,' " S'C
"I'm not up on material
she said.
things," she said. "They're
But when she sings pop not going to last. But
music she directs the ly- reaching out to people-I
rics toward God. It was a think people are more imconcept she acquired when portant and God is more
she learned that Debby important."

egation along with Federal
Reserve Chairman Paul A.
Volcker.
In regards to the emergency aid plans that private and government

lenders are negotiating
with troubled countries to
avert defaults that could
trigger a crisis, Regan
saidT "We're hopeful they
can be handled and they
can be worked out."
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PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP HAS EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR BIKING NEEDS:
• NEW AND USED BICYCLES
Rol»igh

Airport said he thinks that
is wishful thinking."
"In truth, which runway
is used has to do with a
number of factors," Perry
said, and cited size of the
aircraft and wind direction
as examples. Perry added
that although runway 624,
which runs toward Frazee,
is the longest runway at
the airport, there is a proposal waiting approval by
the U.S. Department of
Transportation that would
extend use of the runways
going away from town and
would close runway 624.

MsNkl

Psugol • Tr»k)

• FULL LINE OF BICYCLE ACCESSORIES
• COMPLETE S INEXPENSIVE BIKE REPAIR SERVICE
• ROLLER SKATE RENTAL
•GET ACQUAINTED SPECIAL: FALL BIKE TUNE UP
BRAKES, GEARS. WHEELS. ETC. LUBED AND ADJUSTED
ONLY $10.00

COME IN AND CHECK US OUT

PurceR'c

Btke shop
131 W. WOOSTIRST.
(DOWNTOWN) 332-6364
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EVEN STRAIGHT A'S CAN'T
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION.
Today, the toughest thing about going
to college is findingthe money to pay for it
But Army ROTC can help—two
ways!
First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship, it covers tuition
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $ 1,000 each school year it's
in effect.
But even if you're not a
scholarship recipient,,,
ROTC can still help
with financial assistance-upto$1.000
a year for your
last two years in
the program.
For more
information,
contact your
Professor of
Military Science)
d

■* aa

\

(O'sO's Rock Nile plus
Motor Cih Madness No Cover I
17:30 [o 11:00 pm ■ Happy Hours
Draft and Mixed Drinks

I

[7:30to9:30p.m. Our
Famous Plastic Cup
| Special

I

17:30 to 10:00 p.m. High"]
[Octane Nile Top off
your tank at MAIN ST.
early and see how your
[engine runs"
:i52-370lt

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL JIM LOOMLER
AT 372-2476

OR STOP BY ROOM 151, MEMORIAL HALL
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l*™?^l^!ilEdibles possess 'natural' appeal
by Jean Dlmeo
staff reporter

Although many University students become junk
food junkies after living in
a dorm for a year or two,
some students seem to be
interested in the "natural
food craze," according to
area health food store owners.
Pat Nagel, owner of Nature's Manna at 134 East
Court St., said many students patronize the store
and sign up for its breadbaking classes.
"The location is ideal for
students," she said.
The bread-baking
classes will begin at the
end of September and run
about four weeks, she said,
adding a stir-fry cooking
class may also be offered.
Nagel bakes all the
breads and rots she sells,
and the products stocked in
the store contain all natural ingredients.
The store carries butter,
cheeses, pasta, honey, refined oils, dried fruits,
herbs, spices, ice cream,
soy nuts, and other snack
items, she said, adding
trail mix snacks are hand
mixed.
THE STORE ALSO carries salt-free cooking
books and fruit drying
books.
"Anyone is welcome to
come in and copy recipes
from the books or from my
files," Nagel said.
"I try to stress the term
natural foods instead of
health foods because

BC Mews photo/Ron Hagler
Pat Nagel, owner of Nature's Manna, 134 East Court St., Is a lirm baliever In ths
value of natural foods. Nagel lost 37 pounds while on a diet of netural foods. Her
store stocks only natural foods and also offers classes in natural food preparation.
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WE'RE A SUBSHOP AND BAR!

WE FEATURE A DIFFERENT
LUNCHEON ITEM, DINNER
SOUP. DRINK AND BEER

OFFERING HOMEMADE SOUPS, CREATIVE
SALADS, OMELETTES AND 28 DIFFERENT
SUBS AND SANDWICHES MADE ON YOUR
CHOICE OF WHITE, WHEAT OR RYE
FRESH FROM OUR IN-HOUSE BAKERY.

EVERYDAY!

KITCHEN OPEN 11 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
DINNERS SERVED 5 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

Wru

BRING IN THIS AD ...

HAPPY HOURS

ANDGET AN

OMELETTE

4-6 P.M.
9-10 P.M.
Doily

FOR ONLY

^\

ONE DOLLAR
(Offer Expires 9/13/82)

TODAY . . .
GET YOUR 82'83
ALL-SPORTS PASS
USE IT SATURDAY WHEN THE FALCONS HOST
OHIO UNIVERSITY! SUPPORT YQUR TEAM!

000 fine and a six-month
jail sentence.
Gaine was one of eight
white youths who consented to an Aug. 19 court
order forbidding them
from harassing blacks in
the racially troubled bluecollar neighborhood of
Ross Field.
Describing the events on
Aug. 22, Charles and Bertha Brooks and a friend,
DebraStewart^aidthey

BOSTON (API - A black
couple testified yesterday
that a white teen-ager under court order not to harass his black neighbors
exposed himself, urinated
and made obscene gestures at them.
The state asked Suffolk
Superior Court Chief Justice James Lynch to find
Michael Gaine, 18, of Boston, in contempt of court.
Prosecutors sought a $1,-

Ci«l tpNhot IO »t» *\ upl'MtM
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$42.95
harrnan kardon
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SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 11th SO HURRY!!
248 SOUTH MAIN ST. - BOWUNG GREEN (352-3595)
OPEN: Monday-Friday till 9 p.m.- SaturdayJO a.m. iHI 5:30 p.m.

WE MAKE OUR own
peanut butter, and we
carry all kinds of flour,"
Kammer said, adding the
grains they stock include
rye, soy, whole wheat, unbleached and whole wheat
pastry flour.
The store also sells herbs
and a large selection of
seasoned teas.
"We are remodeling the
inside and outside of the
store, and we will be expanding our stock and selection, she said.
Kammer said the employees will try answering
any questions from their
experiences with the
store's products. "We
don't want to act like doctors, but we will make sugeestions on the foods we
ave tried," she said.
The Center also shelves
a variety of books on natural food cooking and vitamins, and carries monthly
health magazines.
The Health Food Center
is open Monday through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Saturday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.

were standing in the
Brooks' yard when Gaine
slowly passed by and
looked at them, then joined
a group of young men and
women in the park. The
witnesses said Gaine came
back toward them and
stood in the park about 25
yards away, where he he
exposed himself, gestured
and shouted, "Hey, Bertha."
BROOKS SAID said
Gaine's voice "was loud,
nasty, mean and full of
hate."
The court order forbidding harassment was the
first test of the civil provisions of the state's 1980
Civil Rights Act. The case
was brought July 9 by the
state attorney general's office on behalf of several
black families who
claimed they had been harassed by the men.
Lynch s order forbids
the youths from stoning,
firebombing or otherwise
intimidating their black
neighbors. It also prevents
them from meeting each

other for one year in certain sections of the neighborhood.
Stewart said she saw
Gaine walking toward the
park with David Gilligan,
another youth subject to
the court's anti-harassment order.
The youths joined a
group inside the park, she
said, but then Gaine
walked back to stand near
an entrance across from
the Brooks' home.
"HE WALKED over
there, his hands on his
hips. . . He unzipped his
trousers and took out his
penis. He was facing toward us in the yard. . . I
saw him look down toward
his private, and it seemed
that he was urinating,"
Stewart said.
She said the youth rejoined the group, only to
return to the spot opposite
the house twice to make an
obscene gesture with his
finger.

Beautiful location for sale or rent for

Forest Apartments
Very Spacious
2 Bedroom
Furnished or
Unfurnished Apartments

Office located at
319 East Wooster St.
Call 354-2260
or

Save
$76.00

Save $6.12

$

Evening & Saturday Hours Available

352-6553
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SAVE $40.95

i* $425.00
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Suite 218, Huntington Bank Building
130 S. Main St., Bowling Green
NO W A CCEPTING NE W
PATIENTS AND EMERGENCIES
INCLUDING DENTAL INSURANCE

John Newlove Real Estate

This Is just a sample of the many quality items on sale in our huge inventory!!

Save $17.00

GENERAL PRACTICE
OF DENTISTRY

Only Electricity

Inventory Clearance Sale
PowadMrt
List $59.95

Announces the opening of his

Heat Included
Tenant Pays

Quality Music, Computer Systems, and [Service]

was surprised to find that
many students visit the
store.
"A lot of students come
in for snacks and vitamins," she said.
The Center, located on
115 West Merry St.. carries
a variety of health food
firoducts including dried
ruit, whole grain Dreads,
natural ice cream, crackers, carob candy bars, yogurt and soups.

Racial harassment, obscenity
incident tests Civil Rights Act

ROBERT F. FAULKNER, D.D.S.

GOOD LUCK BOWLING GREEN FALCONS

health foods had a bad
image in the sixties," she
said.
Nagel added natural
foods are healthier and
higher in protein than most
foods, and most people can
eat them.
"Natural foods make
you feel better and prepare
your organs for what they
were suppose to do," she
said.
Sugar gives you a high
for awhile, she said, but
the initial feeling may lead
to a low.
Nagel recommended the
book. Sugar Blues, which
talks about the effects of
sugar on the body and what
diseases it can cause."You'll be astounded at
what sugar can do to you,"
she said.
NAGEL, WHO LOST 37
pounds eating on a natural
food diet, said some natural foods like walnuts are
high in calories but others,
like carob, have half the
fat and calories of chocolate and have no caffeine.
"Whole wheat pastas are
high in protein and don't
leave you with a hungry
feeling in a few hours," she
said, adding natural foods
can help you stop snacking
between meals.
Nature's Manna will be
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday,
and 10 a.m. to 4 a.m. on
Saturday's beginning next
week.
Julie Kammer, emfloyee at D.J.'s Health
ood Center, said most
customers are Bowling
Green residents, but she

WE HAVE
STARGATE
CENTIPEDE
SPACE DUEL
DONKEY KONG

university related personel or students.
Located at 1030 East Wooster. Lower has
two BR, Living room, dining room,
Kitchen, Bath.
Private entrance with three BR & bath
up.
All can be used for rental or nice permanent apartment down for family or couple
and nice income generated from upper
three rooms.
Inasmuch as I am an absentee owner I
will sacrifice for very little down and a low
interest rate.
Contact me at: PO Box 10002,
Bradenton, Fla 33507
Phone 813-792-1957
Or Write Bob Hamblin Gen. Del.
Bowling Green OH 43402 and I will
contact you in early September.
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GAME CENTER
COLLEGE ID SPECIAL
8 GAMES FOR $1
ANYTIME

See us about Fund Raisers
for your Organization
LOCATED NEXT TO FINDERS DOWNTOWN

SPORTS
THEY'RE OFF!
Falcon-Bobcat clash the first
step in race for Mid-Am crown
by Joe Menzer
sports editor

photo/Phi! Masturzo
Bowling Green tailback Bryant "Cowboy" Jones conditions for the upcoming Ohio University opener.
Jones needs just 143 yards rushing against OU tomorrow to reach the 2,000-yard career mark.

BG women linksters begin season
men," Falcon coach A.J. Bonar
said.
The talent is evident in the new
The emphasis will be on youth as recruits as Bonar tries to regroup a
Bowling Green's women's golf squad that lost five seniors off of
team opens its 1982 golf season last year's team. Ohlsson, origitoday at Lady Boilermaker Invita- nally from Sweden, alternated betional at Purdue University in West tween the number one and number
Lafayette, Ind.
two spots when she played at CenSenior Shelley Dye and junior tral Michigan. Both Gruner and
Jean Kempf are the only returning Batista were the top players on
Clayers to make the trip to the 36- their boy's high school teams.
ole tournament, which will con"We have four or five players
clude tomorrow. They will be capable of shooting in the mid-70's
joined by sophomore Susanne Ohls- on a given day. And all of the girls
son, a transfer from Central Michi- are good long-ball hitters," Bonar
gan (which dropped its golf said.
program), and freshmen Claire
There are 13 teams entered in
Batista and Terri Gruner.
the field, including such Big Ten
"I'm looking for Dye and Kempf teams as Michigan, Michigan State
to lead the team but those five and Illinois. In last year's tournaClayers are awful close in terms of ment, the Lady Falcons finished
ilent. I will be looking for immedi- ninth out of 16 teams.
ate contributions from the freshBonar said his goal this year is to
by Tom Hiaek
sports reporter

finish in the top five. The Falcons
will be trying to reverse a pattern
of mediocrity which plagued the
team last season, when they always seemed to finish in the middle
of the pack.
"All the best teams in the Midwest will be at Purdue. It will
include a lot of teams which we will
be playing later on in our schedule, ' Bonar said of the tournament, which could be a reflection of
how his team will fare later on in
the season.
The Falcons have revised their
earlier schedule. A 36-hole dual
match originally scheduled with
Ferris State at home for next weekend has been cancelled.
Therefore, in the words of country-western singer Willie Nelson,
it's "On the Road Again," for the
Falcons as they hit the road for the
next three weekends.

Browns* Rucker steps down to
make room for young players
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Cleveland
wide receiver Reggie Rucker retired
yesterday from the National Football
League after spending 12 years with
the Browns, New England Patriots,
New York Giants and Dallas Cowboys.
Rucker, 34, joined the Browns in
1975 in a tirade with New England and
caught 310 passes for Cleveland, leaving him 22 short of Gary Collins' club
record.
"It's lust I think the time has come.
I don't like being second to anybody,"
Rucker said. 'I tried. It just didn't
fit."
Rucker started 89 of 90 games for
the Browns from 1975 to 1980, but was
relegated to a backup role midway
through last season because of injuries.
"I look at guys we have now and I
can picture when I came into the
league," a teary-eyed Rucker said. "I
remember saying, 'Why don't some of
these older guys get their tails out of
here so I can play-' I imagine some of
these guys are saying the same thing
about me.

"THESE TEARS are not tears of
sadness. This game has meant a lot to
me. Nobody ever wants to leave."
Rucker, a Woot-2, 190-pound product of Boston University, joined Dallas as a free agent in 1969 and moved
from the Cowboys' taxi squad to the
Dallas lineup in 1970. He started at
wide receiver for the Cowboys in
Super Bowl V against the Baltimore
He was released by the Cowboys
after foot surgery in 1971, then he was
signed but released quickly by the
New York Giants before being picked
up by New England.
He led Patriot receivers with 44
catches in 1972 and was ranked as the
top receiver in the American Football
Conference with 53 receptions in 1973.
A fractured wrist bothered him in
1974, and he was traded to Cleveland
for a fourth round draft pick in 1975.
In 12 years in the NFL, he caught
447 passes for 7,065 yards and 44
touchdowns.
"When I look down the list of statistics and teams. I have no regrets

about this," Rucker said. "Physically, it became very difficult for me
last year. I didn't feel right being out
there when it was more because of
respect for what you've done than for
what you have the potential to do. I
just didn't feel that was me."
Rucker said he would continue
working for the Coca Cola Bottling Co.
of Cleveland.

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The Cleveland
Browns yesterday placed free agent
nose tackle Jamie Giles on the injured
reserve list and signed veteran linebacker Bob Golic, who was released
Tuesday by tbe New England Patriots.
Browns Coach Sam Rutigliano said
Golic would be switched to nose tackle
and used as a backup to starter Henry
Bradley.
The moves left the National Football League team with 59 players on
its roster, which must be reduced to 49
by Monday.

Before last season's Mid-American
Conference game with Ohio University, Bowling Green's football coaching staff hung a large sign - with four
simple letters inscribed on it - from
the top of the west side of Doyt Perry
Field stadium.
Thus, every time the Falcons took
the practice field, they were reminded by the letters "WE OU" that
OU had handed BG a heartbreaking
21-20 defeat in the season finale the
year before - the Bobcats' third
straight win over Denny Stolz's Falcons.
Apparently, that sign did little to
remedy BG's problem of catching the
elusive Bobcats on the football field.
Once again, in last season's MAC
season-opener in Athens, OU pried
another victory from the jaws of
defeat against the Falcons.
"WE GOT (BG interior offensive
line) Coach Devine to work on another
sign," Stolz revealed. "We have one
coach work on a slogan for each
game, and he hasn't been able to get
us a winner yet. He always has the OU
game."
Even though BG came back in the
last 2:04 of last year's game to take a
21-20 lead with just 24 seconds left, the
Bobcats utilized a costly pass interference penalty on BG's Bryan Meek to
move the ball into field goal position
in the final seconds. Ron Harter, who
went on to become a first team allMAC selection at placekicker, then
drilled a 26-yard field goal with just
two seconds left to give OU a 23-21
victory.
Despite the four straight losses to
OU and the fact that the Falcons have
not beaten the Bobcats at home since
1972, BG is favored going into tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. MAC clash at Doyt
Perry Field.
HOPEFULLY FOR the Falcons,
Coach Devine's new slogan - which is
so corny it doesn't bear repeating will produce better results on 'he field
against OU tomorrow.
"Ohio U. has one of the best offensive schemes in the conference,"
Stolz says. "(Nineteen) points is the
least number of points they've scored

against us in the last five seasons, and throw the ball. I do not expect to
that's in a conference not known for throw as much this season."
its scoring.
STILL, BG'S defensive secondary "They have been one of the most led by veterans Martin Bayless and
difficult teams to defense - even Jac fomasello - will be on guard
though they certainly are somewhat because Stolz said that he expects the
predictable. They are not a gambling, Bobcats to throw. Shawn Simms and
go-for-broke type team."
Kevin Tally will be the other starting
Yet the Bobcats can be a very defensive backs.
exciting football team. In the three
Dayne Palsgrove will start at quaryears that Brian Burke has been OU's terback for the Falcons, who will be
head coach, the Bobcats have been trying this season to improve on their
one of the most productive offensive 5-5-1 overall finish of a year ago.
teams in the MAC.
Palsgrove started the last six games
BUT LAST YEAR'S offensive unit, last season, and led the Falcons to all
which averaged 358.1 total yards, 20.7 five of their victories.
points and 219.7 yards passing per
"Palsgrove is a good, solid pergame, has been depleted by gradua- former. He can play with a little more
tion losses. Among those gone are confidence today because of the expeSuarterback Sammy Shon, the MAC's rience he gained last season," Stolz
ffensive Player of the Year in said. "The truth about the quar1981; top running back Todd Yoho; terback, though, is that he's kind of in
star wide receiver Mark Green; and the middle on the list of importance. If
steady tight end Shawn Silcott.
you can't protect him, forget it."
The loss of Shon is obviously the
That is why Stolz is especially
most devastating to the Bobcats, who pleased with BG's offensive fine, the
went 5-6 overall last year and finished unit that he said is the most improved
fifth in the MAC. Shon led the confer- on the Falcon squad since last year.
ence in total offense and threw for 2,One unforeseen problem that may
366 yards and 14 touchdowns last crop up tomorrow involves the Perry
year.
Field scoreboard. The addition of
"He was (offensive) Player of the bleacher seats in the south end zone
Year in the conference - that's not may block the scoreboard from view
bad for a guy who only weighed about for the players and coaches on the
153-pounds,' Stolz said. "We don't field.
prepare for ghosts, but how their
"I assume they will have the
offense is going to be different - how scoreboard where we can see it.
they are going to attack us differently There have been some games where I
-1 don't know.
haven't wanted to see the scoreboard.
"WE'RE TRYING to get a feel for a Hopefully, that will not be the case
team that hasn't played a game. This (tomorrow!," Stolz said.
is a different team from the one we
played a year ago. There's no way we
FALCON NOTES . . .Senior tailcan be completely ready for it, unless back Bryant "Cowboy" Jones and
they'd let us go down and film some of senior defensive end Larry Stratton
their practices."
have been named as game captains
Burke apparently will go with ju- for tomorrow's game. In the past, the
nior Donny Harrison at quarterback, Falcons have elected captains for the
although he reportedly said in an entire season, but Stolz and his staff
Athens newspaper last week that the decided to use game captains for the
QB job was still unsettled.
1982 season . . . Linebacker Bruce
"Don Harrison sat the bench behind Bangert, offensive guard Joe Kastl
Shon for three years; he has had just and defensive back Tony Graham will
about no experience on Saturday af- miss tomorrow's game with injuries .
ternoons," Burke said last month at . . Bangert is out for the season. . .
the MAC football meetings at Kings
Jones needs just 143 yards tomorIsland. "We had to throw a lot last row to become the Falcons' fourth
Sear because we had Shon - it would player to gain 2,000 career yards
ave been a waste of his talent not to rushing .

Reigning U.S. Open champion
McEnroe strong in first match
NEW YORK (AP) - Riding his
booming serve and moving to the net
at every chance, top-seeded John
McEnroe began the defense of his
U.S. Open tennis championship yesterday by downing a stubborn Tim
Gullikson 7-6, 6-4, 7-5 at the National
Tennis Center.
The two No.3 seeds played night
matches. Tracy Austin took on Beth
North and Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia played Tim Mayotte.
Advancing into the third round of
the men's singles were sixth-seeded
Gene Mayer and No.9 Yannick Noah
of France, while No. 13 Mark Edmondson of Australia was upset by Matt
Doyle and No. 15 Raul Ramirez of
Mexico lost to Schalk van der Merwe
of South Africa.

the opening set to a tiebreaker which set, breaking McEnroe in the second
McEnroe won 7-2.
game. But McEnroe captured the
next five games before Gullikson held
McEnroe broke Gullikson in the serve, then broke McEnroe in the 10th
fifth game of the second set as he game.
began dominating play. The defendMcEnroe broke right back in the
ing champion was holding serve at 11th game, although Gullikson fought
love or at 15, while Gullikson had to off four break points before falling.
fight back from 15-40 in the third The champion, serving for the match
game and from deuce in the seventh. for the second time, then closed it out
Gullikson took a 3-0 lead in the third after going to duece.

IN THE WOMEN'S singles, fivetime champion Chris Evert Lloyd
moved into the third round, while
No.10 Barbara Potter became the
first seed to be ousted.
Mayer defeated Stefan Simonsson
of Sweden 6-2, 6-1, 6-1; Noah stopped
Brian Gottfried 6-3, 6-4, 6-4; Doyle
surprised Edmondson 1-6, 7-6, 7-5, 6-2
and van der Merwe ousted Ramirez 62, 6-3, 5-7, 6-4.
Lloyd needed just 41 minutes to
crush Kelly Henry 6-1, 6-1, while Potter fell to Ros Fairbank of South
Africa 6-4,6-1.
The world's richest tournament,
America's premiere tennis event runs
through Sept. 12, when the singles
champions will collect $90,000 each.
McEnroe, completing a match
which had been halted by rain and a
light failure Wednesday night,
showed the agility and mobility that
has carried turn to three straight U.S.
Open titles.
MCENROE AND the right-handed
half of the tennis-playing Gullikson
twins had traded service breaks and
were tied 3-3 before a battery of lights
on the east side of Louis Armstrong
Stadium went out Wednesday night.
Before electricians could get the
lights back on, rain, which had delayed play several times, began again
and the match was postponed until
yesterday.
The two then held serve, sending

photo/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green head coach Denny Stolz prepares the Falcons tor yet
another season - a season ot greet expectation tor the highly-touted
BOgrtddere.
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DENNY STOLZ

PETE RIESEN

WAYNE MOSES

GERRY SOLOMON

Jin*

Head Coach

Defensive Line Coach

Offensive Backfjeld
Coach

linebacker Coach

As«

USHOP DATSUN
Rt. 25. 2 milos north of B.G.

353-5271

THAYER CHEVROLET
N. DIXIE HIGHWAY
353-5751

TIM McCONNELL

SCOTT SEELIGER

Recovers Coach

Tackles 8 Tight Ends
Cooch

Pagliai's
EAST
SteS-*!

Quarterback
Junior
6'. 185 lbs
Englewood
(Northmoni

Center
Junior
6 2", 230 lbs.
Northfield
(Nordonia)

14

53

CAMPUS MANOR
352-9302

Hairstylists

RAY ROCKWELL

DAYNE PALSGROVE

VUA-

SIS E«t WoMtCT

Bowling Gna, Ohio 43402
i (419) 352-7444

M

440 E. Court
352-1596

GO FALCONS!
505CL0U6HST.

(

l\

\ Bowling
Bowlin Green

Cine

JOHN
NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. W

BRIAN JOHNSON

KEVIN TAUEY

STU TOLLE

LARRY STRATTON

DA\

Center
Sophomore
220 lbs.
Mansfield

Defensive Back

95

82

93

Defensive End
Junior
5' 11". 200 lbs.
Springfield
(Northeastern)

Ofl

6. 180 lbs.
Akron (Garfield)

Defensive Tackle
Junior
6 3", 235 lbs..
Alliance

m^

HAIR FASHIONS

Sophomore

9-5 M-R & SAT
9-7 FRI
129 S. Main St.

Ph. 352-4770

42

ak£Srtop;4

131 W. WOOSTtKST.
(DOWNTOWN) 332-6264

INTHROP TERRAC
APTS.
NORTH & SOUTH
400 NAPOLEON RD.
352-9115

MARK EMANS

GREG TAYLOR

JAC TOMASELLO

Linebacker
Junior
6' 3" 215 lbs.
Luckey (Eastwood)

Wide Receiver
Senior
6 I", 175 lbs.
Flint. Mi.
(Southwestern)

Defensive Back
Senior
6' 3". 180 lbs.
St. Clairs Shores. Mi.
(Bishop Gallagher)

47

16
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MAURER
GREEN
REALTY

224 E. WOOSTER
352-0717

AL
NEWLOVE
REALTY
336 S. Main St.
Rnwling Green, OH
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DON FOOTBALL
ICOCK

KIT CARTWRIGHT

GREG POLNASEK

STEVE DEVINE

fit Head

Defensive Backfield
Coach

Staff Assistant

Guards & Centers
Cooch

>ODLUCK
?
ALCONS!
IORIAL HALL
icket Office

T0

/>

Campus Corner

TOLEDO
TRUST
MEMBER FDIC

Open 9-5 Daily

KING
ye Guard
Tior
1240 lbs.
(Oak Hills)

*t?

HOURS: M**r thn Sat**,
9:30- 5:00
PHONE: (419) 352-3365
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Houn Monday Fnday 8 00 5 00
Salu'dly 9 00 S 00

A Toledo Trustcorp Bank

TERRY GYETVAI

RICK DEUTSCH

SHAWN SIMMS

Linebacker
Senior
6 3", 205 lbs.
Delphos (Elida)

Offensive Tackle

Defensive Bock
Sophomore
■ lbs.
Free-

Senior
6 I", 240 lbs.
Valley City
(North Ridgeville)

48

38

77

GOODLUCKTOTHE
ORANGE AND BROWN!!
T-SQUARE
GRAPHICS

lies Pizza Pub
352-1504

7J3

121 South Main
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8488
Computer, Typesetting,
Arts prpfessionaIs

and

Graphic

JOE PRCHLIK

VGAMAN

Nose Tackle
Junior
5' 11
220 lbs.
Strongsville

[re Tackle
|nior
230 lbs.
|(Elida)

63

•1

..«(* •l.ntahi.j* •NrrtH*^ '

Bee Gee
Bookstore
[across from Harshman)

South Side 6
Large Selection of
imported beer & wine
complete Bar Supplies

ICE

737 S. Main

BRYANT JONES
1
ack

DON GREGOIRE

Sen.
5' 8". 175 lbs.
Chicago, III.
(Simeon Vocational)

Junior

352-8639

lbs
Mossillon I

51

1

mm&

|LOCATIONS
I SERVE YOU
E. WOOSTER
1222 WEST WOOSTER

TOYOTA
pOREN TOYOTA, INC
740 S. MAIN
Bowling Green, OH
352-5244
ANDY STARK

BAYLESS

Defensive Tackle
Junior
6' 4", 235 lbs.
Royal Oak, Mi.
(Dondero)

i Back
ir
1185 lbs.
l(Belmont)
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V

M
^t
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JOECARNOVALE S
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foieoo 444-UV41
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ROGER'S
Drug & Camera
Store

1.6. »I->W

TOM GLENDENING

SHAWN POTTS

Fullback
Senior
6 I", 205 lbs.
Kalamaioo. Mi.
(Loy Norrix)

Wide Receiver
Senior
5 11", 160 lbs
Kalamazoo. Mi
(Monsignor Hackett

43

8

BRADLEY

REAL ESTATE AND AUCTION
INC.

HftMe Savings
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Dick Wilson

N. KEITH BRADLEY
1037 N. MAIN ST., B.G.
Ph. 352-3268
TOLEDO 255-2071

B.G.
BEVERAGE

N. Dixie Highway
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One Menz

Malone signs with Philadelphia

OPINION
NCAA toying with MAC teams
The new bleacher seats at Doyt
Perry Field are enough to make a
casual passerby on Interstate-75
burst into laughter.
But members of Bowling Green's
athletic department aren t
laughing.
Anyone who travels 1-75 on
Saturdays can see the stadium, a
stadium that was rarely filled even
when its capacity was 23,272. Now,
by adding over 6,000 seats to a
stadium that was often close to
half-empty for games anyway, the
University is running the risk of
creating a ghost town-type
atomsphere for BG's home games.
The University has had its hands
tied, however, by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA), an organization that now
says a Division I-A football school
must have a minimum of 30,000
seats. Thus, the University
installed the new seats at Perry
Field.
THE NCAA tied BG and the
whole Mid-American Conference to
the stake when it reclassif ied the
MAC, among others, from Division
I-A to I-AA last winter. An NCAA
meeting in December will decide
whether BG's football program
burns at that stake.
The men who run the NCAA
circus might be better off to call up
the Ringung Brothers and apply
for jobs as clowns. In recent years,
the NCAA - which is supposed to be
the governing body for
intercollegiate sports - has
projected a floundering self-image.
It is easy to envision those who
make the major decisions as a
Sroup of Ronald McDonald-types
ressed in three-piece suits, sitting
around at a huge table, smoking
cigars and drinking scotch-on-therocks until a new idea for an NCAA
rule change crosses their minds.
"You just flat out cannot keep up
with the NCAA," BG head football
coach Denny Stolz says.
SINCE LAST Feb. 2 - when the
NCAA first announced that BG and
38 other schools would be dropped
from Division I-A - the NCAA has
changed their "interpretation" of
how a school may qualify for I-A
three times.
Even the MAC athletic directors
are confused, although BG's Jack
Gregory said last Tuesday that he
thinks they finally have it figured
out.
On Aug. 2, the NCAA said that it
would allow schools to count

by Joe Menzer
Sports Editor
members of the football team,
members of the band, student
ushers, etc., as those in attendance
for a game.
Last week, the NCAA changed its
mind. Only members of the band
will count in paid attendance
figures now.
"How they came up with that, I'll
never know," Gregory said.
If the Falcons are to be
reclassified I-A after this season,
they must average 17,000 in paid
attendance over Five home dates in
1982. BG Sports Information
Director Allan Chamberlin
admitted yesterday that he isn't
sure what BG officially averaged
in attendance last year, because
the University's way of averaging
attendance and the NCAA's way
are so different.
WITH THAT in mind, who can be
certain that the NCAA won't come
up with yet another interpretation
when the season is over - an
interpretation that will keep the
MAC in Division I-AA once and for
all.
It also would be nice if the
University could offer $1 seating to
its students, something that
Gregory says "we would have
loved to have had." But again, the
NCAA has made that impossible.
Any tickets sold for under 33
Kreent of the face value of the
ghest ticket price do not count
toward paid attendance figures.
The whole controversy
surrounding BG's demotion to
Division I-AA stems from the fact
that the NCAA buckled last year
under the pressure of the College
Football Association (CFA). The
CFA, made up of 61 of the top
football schools in the country,
demanded and got what they
wanted last winter - reorganization
of collegiate football's top division.

THUS, THE institutions
exclusive enough to remain in
Division I-A now more fully control
their own football destiny. They
have less I-A teams to compete
with for television revenue and
they have a better chance of
getting what they want when the
NCAA meets each year to discuss
rule changes.
In short, they are the ones now in
power. In the past, the bigger
schools often brought proposals to
the NCAA that got voted down
because they would have cost the
smaller I-A schools too much
money. Now, the more budgetconscious football schools - like
those in the MAC - will not be
around to oppose such I-A rule
changes.
Being in I-A is not just a matter
of maintaining prestige on the
football field; it is a matter of
dollars and cents - and lots of it.
Whether BG remains in I-AA or
regains I-A status, its football
budget will remain the same,
according to Gregory.
The University will not save any
money by remaining in I-AA. In
fact, the only thing BG can do if it
remains in I-AA is lose money. I-A
schools like North Carolina,
Brigham Young, Oklahoma State,
Minnesota and Washington - all of
whom are on BG's future schedules
- will undoubtedly want to back out
of playing I-AA schools like BG.
When that happens, teams like BG
will no longer be able to secure and
collect the lucrative guaranteed
contracts that the bigger schools
offer.
It now seems that the NCAA is
determined to keep schools like BG
out of Division I-A. And, despite all
the hard work and the equallydetermined efforts of all MAC
athletic departments, it also
appears that the NCAA will do
exactly what it wants to do.
If that means barring the MAC
from I-A forever, then so be it. The
NCAA will see to it that the MAC'S
appeal attempt after this season
does not go through.
And if that happens, BG and the
MAC cannot appeal again until
1985. By then, the NCAA's Division
I-A country club may be even more
exclusive - and the Falcons will
probably be left on the outside
looking in.
Not even another set of new
bleachers will be able to change
that.

Cleveland's secondary much better
The Browns' linebacking has been
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The defensive
secondary of the Cleveland Browns, improved through the signing of Tom
Cousineau andlhe expenditure of a
much-maligned for its pass coverage No.l
draft choice this spring to acin recent seasons, is an improved
aspect of the National Football quire rookie Chip Banks.
BUT BOLTON said the secondary
League team this year, says veteran Cf
so far in three exhibition games
cornerback Ron Bolton.
been much improved over recent
"It's going to be good, you'll see,"
the 11-year cornerback said. "The seasons. The only major breakdown
guys upfield are doing a much better came when veteran quarterback Ken
job. They're putting a lot more pres- Stabler entered the game for the New
Saints last Saturday night.
sure on the quarterbacks, which is the Orleans
In 20 minutes of play, Stabler comreal key to good pass coverage."

Sileted 11 of 17 passes tor 149 yards and
wo touchdowns. The Browns won the
game, however, 20-17.
"Don't worry about that," Bolton
said. "It wasn't so much Stabler picking us apart. There were a couple
blown assignments that he took advantage of, and which made him look
like the king of the hill."
"If we had executed the way we
should, it wouldn't have been that
bad," he said. "But again, remember,
Stabler is a veteran

PHILADELPIfIA (AP) - Moses
Malone, the two-time most valuable player in the National Basketball Association, signed an offer
sheet for a reported {13.2 million
for six years with the Philadelphia
76ers yesterday.
Malone's agent, Lee Fentress,
refused to disclose the terms of the
76ers' offer.
But earlier yesterday, radio station WSSV in Malone's home town
of Petersburg, Va., reported the
76ers had offered Malone a $13.2
million contract over the next six
years. The station said it was told
by Malone that the 76ers' contract
would pay him about $2.2 million a
year.
"Moses brings a great strength
to us offensively," 76ers Coach
Billy Cunningham said at a press
conference to announce the signing.
LAST SEASON, Malone won his
second MVP Award. He played in
81 games with the Houston Rockets
and averaged 31.1 points and better

than 14 rebounds per game. In the
playoffs, be averaged 24.2 points
and more than 16 re"Most important," Cunningham
said, "he has improved every year
he has been a professional."
Cunningham said he would rank
Malone with the caliber of 76ers
forward Julius Erving, the NBA's
MVP in 1980-81, but predicted there
would be no conflict between the
two stars.
"He (Malone) has the ability to
make everybody on our team a
better basketball player," Cunningham said.
The 6-foot-10 center became a
free agent this year after six seasons with the Rockets, who could
still match the 76ers' offer and
block the deal. Sixers owner Harold Katz said Houston must do that
within IS days of receiving a copy
of the offer sheet.
KATZ WAS confident the offer
would stand.
"To match this offer in Houston

would be a tough business deal,"
Katz said.
Rockets General Manager Ray
Patterson said in a telephone interview that he would study the Philadelphia offer before before
deciding on his next move.
The Rockets offered Malone a
contract reported at $1.7 million
per year shortly before he became
a free agent.
Malone left for The Netherlands
yesterday on a promotional tour
with several NBA players, but Fentress said the big center was excited at the prospect of joining the
76ers.
The 76ers won the NBA's Eastern
Conference title last season, beating Boston four games to three, but
lost to Los Angeles, four games to
two in the NBA final round.
Malone jumped to pro basketball
in 1974 from Petersburg High
School, signing with Utah of the
now defunct American Basketball
Association

CJT opens as defending MAC champ
Toledo's Rockets open defense of
their Mid-American Conference football title tomorrow night against one
of their favorite patsies, Northern
Ilinois.
Toledo has beaten the Huskies 11 of
the last 13 times they have met,
including a 31-0 thumping in the last
game of the 1981 season. That
clinched the league crown for Toledo
and sent the Rockets to the first
California Bowl.
In another Mid-American game tomorrow. Bowling Green awaits Ohio
University. The Falcons were picked
to finish second behind Miami in a
pre-season media poll. The Bobcats
will have a new quarterback since
Sammy Shon. the league's Offensive

Player of the Year, was graduated.
In other non-conference games,
Central Michigan entertains Indiana
State, Western Michigan plays visiting Grand Valley State and, at night,
Kent State goes to Marshall.
Miami, Eastern Michigan and Ball
State do not start their campaigns
until next weekend.
The Northern Illinois game will
mark the head coaching debut of Dan
Simrell, a former Rockets' quarterback who was the architect of
Toledo's splendid defense last season.
He takes over for Chuck Stobart, now
at the University of Utah.
"I'm doing something I've wanted
to do for the last 19 years - be the head
coach at my alma mater," said Sim-

rell, who keeps nine defensive starters from last year's 8-3-0 squad.
However, his offensive line is suspect.
Toledo will be without star tailback
Arnold Smiley, sidelined with an in1' iiry, but expects to have quarterback
im Kelso ready for the Huskies.
Kelso apparently has recovered from
torn knee ligaments that threatened
to end his football career.
Northern Illinois' Bill Mallory, one
of major college football's top 35
coaches in the last 12 years with an 8445-1 record, is trying to rebound from
his 1981 production of 3-8-0.
"We just didn't play well enough
and I didn't coach well enough last
year," said Mallory.

Bengals, Redskins clash in duel
of preseason win less ballclubs
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincin- 6ames are totally irrelevant," said
nati Bengals and Washington
engals' wide receiver Cris
Redskins have only moral victories to Collinsworth. "They don't prove anyshow for their preseason efforts, thing, so why worry about whether
which climax when the two winless you win or lose them? And that's why
clubs meet tonight in Cincinnati.
I'm not in the slightest worried that
we haven't won any up to this point."
Both clubs take 0-3 marks into the
final preseason tune-up at Riverfront
Mistakes have been the biggest
Stadium. Although they would both Ereseason obstacle for the Bengals, a
like to end the preseason on a winning
am that made it to the Super Bowl
note, they will have different priori- last season by not hurting themselves
ties for the contest.
with turnovers and penalties very
often. They turned the ball over 11
The Bengals, defending American times in their first two losses, to
Conference champions, are looking to Kansas City and Green Bay, then set
fine-tune their impressive offense and up the Detroit Lions' winning fourthsometimes shaky defense, but appear quarter touchdown drive last Friday
settled on their starting lineups for by botching a fake field goal attempt.
the regular season.
The Bengals' first-string offense
The Redskins are finding out how has moved the ball well when it's been
they will function without their top on the field, although the defense has
offensive weapon, running back Joe appeared a bit generous. The Lions
Washington, who was hurt in last rolled up 15 first downs in the first half
Friday's loss to Buffalo and is ex- last Friday and 242 net yards, running
pected to be lost for six weeks.
44 plays to the Bengals' 22. Detroit
won the game, 27-23.
Neither team is ready to push the
panic button over their winless starts.
"TO ME. results of preseason
THE REDSKINS have dropped

games against Miami, Tampa Bay
and Buffalo, with the last one the most
costly. Joe Washington, the team's
top offensive threat last season with
916 yards rushing and 70 pass receptions, hurt his knee and will be out for
about six weeks.
Coach Joe Gibbs is expected to
abandon his two tight-end, single back
offense in Washington's absence and
switch to a two-back offense. Fullback John Riggins was expected to
start, and former St. Louis Cardinal
Terry Metcalf figures to play for the
first time since suffering a head injury in the off-season that affected his
coordination.
Running back Wilbur Jackson is
expected to return to the lineup following a week on the sidelines. Quarterback Joe Theismann, who played
the entire game against Buffalo, will
start.
The Redskins' kicking game should
be settled during the game. Veteran
Mark Moseley has gotten a tough
challenge from rookie Dan Miller of
the University of Miami (Fla.).
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BOWLING GREEN PEACE COALITION First Ft* Meeting TuM . Soot
7. 7pm. Totl An. BGSU Union
Evoryon* wMoorne.
Start trio Footbai season off rightcoma to the pap reayll Fit„ Sept 3rd
8:00 at the cfxmee m front of BA

LOST AND POUND
Found: Kaychain with 4 kay> at S
Cosogo 8 Scott Herrwton Cal 3724984
=
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MIKE I JUST WANT TO SAY ONE
THING. YOU ARE A VERY SPECIAL
FRIEND GOSKO

Catch the latest In Motown and
Soul. Sun. IpnvSam. Wad. 12 mid.
Sam on your All Now Alternative
Station M.I FM, WBOU.

Orientation group 161! You wore
great Good luck In your next 4 yrs at
BOS U Keep In touch Take care.
your orientation loader* Loti a Paula

Customized T-SMrta t Jerseys for
your group or organisation
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 153-7011

RecQuetbell Club Organizational
Meeting Open to all 210 MSC,
Wad . Sept 8 al 9pm

Cuatom T-ahlrta and hala. Chock us
for group prtoaall J**n* N' Thing*
StOMA NU HOEOOWN
WEDNESDAY
FOOT STOMPIN' OOOO TIMES

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Sept 3. 1982
ATTENTION STUDENTS^-OfrOANIZATIONAL MTQ
FOR 198243
BGSU FORENSICS TEAM. INDIV.D
UAL EVENTS ( DEBATE WILL BE
HELD ON THURS EVE. SEPT 2 AT
7:30 PM M RM 404 SOUTH HALL
ANYONE INTERESTED IN CCe*P€TNO ON THE TEAM IS WELCOME TO
ATTEND OR CALL 372-2583 FOR
INFO

Canto and Uaa: Welcome to BGSU
and goodluck If you ever need any
Itwng, can Love Kimoar

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9AM
10:00 P.M.
iaOO-438-8039

Expert Typing
naaonnahsa Rales
Cal 352 7305 altar 5pm

Drop off tor Long'a Cleenera M
.loons N' Tnsnga. Ml PJdoo K
FINANCIAL AID" We Guarantaa To
Find Schoksrsheps. Granta You're Esgl>ks To Receive AppeCatior Meier i
ass SI 00 Finance. Astt Finder. Box
1063-CR. FasrneM Iowa 52556
HAM UNLMTED-1U »'. sVoooler- 353-3241 Hair ear* "or man
and ssomon at a r***o**b»* price.

Rock, Rock. Rock non-commerclally
24 nra. a day on your All Now
Alternative Station M.1 FM WBOU.
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU
ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT
1:10 TONIGHT. ALL INTERESTED
MEN WELCOME
See our expanded Racquotball
Dept FALCON HOUSE 140 E
Wooeler 162-1610
Shorn. Both, and Kane My 3 crazy
roommates of 81-6 You guy* are
great Thanka1 Love KrmOor

PERSONAL

Hanging plants I2.S0. M.00, and
15.00 at Jeans N' Things. 511 nidge
St

SICUCSEZ
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
FALCONS VS OHIO U SAT
1 30 BE THERE AND
SUPPORT OUR TEAM
SIC SIC

Reggee end New Wave I -«pm every
Sal on row All New Alternative
tattoo M.I Fat, WBOU.

Happy sVrtMay Steeet I love you!
Thanks tor *vas-yttNng. Take ear* I
Qoodluck, mo.

SIGMA NU HOEOOWN
WEDNESDAY
FOOT STOMPIN' OOOO THaaM

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
44 PM t 9-10 PM DAILYIIIIIMI

Kb* Snow. Good luck sssn heah,
I'm behind you all the war. Juat
romombor...l Love You, Hart

Sunday Breaktaal Buffet
9-2 pm
S3 25
CORNER KITCHEN
183 S Mam

■MQAOOON
lept 10* 11at (on
Sept. 12e1 1pm
Moor* Musical Ana Center
BQatl Sap*. S2.0* swtO.
BRCVTHERS OF ATO GET PSYCHED
FOR A REALLY GREAT SOCIAL
CAiENOAJW

UL'TAIM.
GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT
YEAR AT THE PM KAPPA TAU
HOUSt.
THE BROTHERS
Llasen Jan Levers 11 listen to 12
hre. of now atop Jan every Sat.
8pm lam an your All Now AHemeaje* Saatton S8.1 FM, WBOU.

Thanka lor the bee) I nsonthe of my
Stol I em looking forward to many,
many morel! I tot* you!I
lASWA**********
Th* Bra* of ON* T*u DM* want to
walcoma everyone back to B.O. •

Especstay
Kaknaky

our Sweetheart

Dobby

The Phi Mu's would kke lo welcome
everyone back to Campus1 It's going
to be a great year1!
T.J . are you getting married' Just
wonOorrng. a secret admtror
VISIT THE FALCON HOUSE FOR
ATHLETIC SHOES. SWEATS AND
T-SHIRTS IMPRINTING 140 E.
WPOSTER 352-3610.
WELCOME BACK MOM AND OPAL
WE MISSED YOU" LOVE. THE
ULTAUS
Welcome bock Brothers il Ph. Kappa
Tau Back to fh* ponces, back to the
books. Back to th* professors and
mat- dirty looks: It's back to the
studying thai we al disske. But atao
back to partyng, so let's get pay
cried Meres to a great semester
Love La Torn
Greeting card*, stickers, pencil*,
shoe strings. '83 calenders, key
chains, barrens aarlngs. mugs.
not* paper, strapping paper, bandanas, caps, socks, and plants AH at
Joans N' Things. 511 PJdoo St

We need a housemate Non-smoking
mature M or F Own bedroom low
renl Cal 352-1*82.
F rmt*. for 1 bedroom apt. 3 houses
from campus. Sept rent akeady paid,
move m now Cal 352-1306 for
mote mlo
2 F Roommates needed 6th St
$500 per semester Cal 668-8485

or 547-8592
1 F. Roommate. Own Bedroom, Pool.
S13S mo Cal Ann 354 1600 after
5 00
1 M Roommate for a largo 1 bedroom apt. Cal Tarry at 362-1665.
inoiuponatv* rent
1 M Student needed for large downhoi of * house, scross from Kohl Hal:
lo alwe w/1 other M 352-7366

HELP WANTED
HOUSEBOY for • aorortty
eate<P Col 372 2880

rntar-

WANTED

MARKETING REP needed to sol SKI
* BEACH TRIPS Earn cash a FREE
vacation* You must be dynamic S
outgoing CALL 312-871-1070 Of
write SUN ( SKI ADVENTURES,
2266 N. Cork St., Chicago. H.

Looking lor an opening In ■ houee
preferably for 8283 school yr Cal
ccoact mm*ds»tety. Don 216-7746362.

Safe* poarbona open Easy pt fane
work, good pay S300 00-S400.00
wk pniatli cm Dan 362-4343 or
Bon 362-2621. «163.

2 m. rrnt**. n**tt*d In Parryaburg
area 874-2066 or 693-8162 Roeaorsatlto rase*, laundry fad.

Softs*! Offrcstls with previous exp
needed for Women* rrwramural
Softool Pick up referral* m Student
Employment Office and return to sU
Ofttoe . Rm 108 SRC by Frt.. Sept.
3rd. Mandatory CMc Sept 12. 14:00.

1 M rmto needed tor turn apt.
S'OO'mo ptua ease. 362-9343
F rmto needed Fai gum—ft
SISOVmo. 4 uts 1 bdrrn. apt. In
Campu* Manor Ca* Ann 362-6491

60614.

Houaaboy needed. eel after Tuee
372-2760

Joe. The best gumbodt. I'm
fealty going to miss nice hair,
elephant akin, just one beer and
you. I wish you the beat of Luck
Love Pauls
Need art student to finish wal mural
Cal between 3 a 5 Frl only, 3524568
FOR SALE
BEAT THE COST OF RENTING A
SMALL REFRIGERATOR! Buy • 5 0
cu refrigerator, larger than moat dorm
size, only used 1 1/2 yrs. for only
S135 00 Cal 352-6615
Green Couch

boat offer
Wendy

3520233

K*fth

of

1970 VOLKSWAGON BUS
NAVARRE CADILLAC—OLDS
353-8241
1969 Ponhsc Cataano
No rust, clean interior, low manage.
DEPENDABLE
S476 negotiable
Please cal 372-2601 or 354 2810

FOR RENT
Attractive room In hrstoric hou**
Female preferred
362-6860

Kenmore Weaker and Dryer. Good
Shape. Call 182-1SM.

Bocauee we *W have vacant apt*, for
the lot we are offering special arrangements regarding peta. apt
sizes and leeae terms Cal us' 3522276

STUFFEO FALCON
823-4061

1 bdrrn fum apt SIBOAno. uM
except otoc 362-8682 after 5:30

USED WINDSURFER. VERY GO
CONO . AAL APOLLO SPEAKERS.
3-WAY 353-4285

Down-hMI ol house 326 Leroy (Corner of Leroy S N Enterprise) Excellent location 8 cond 1 or 2 bdrma
fum. of urtfurn. Ideal lor married
coup]* of faculty member
352-

J50 00
352-0858 after 6:00

'75 Toyota Coroaa wagon.
4 spd , as-, reg ga*. roaabss
362-4743 after 6pm.
74 Honda CMc
Od Cond SS60 00
New Engine I TV**, Stereo * Coseott*
Cal 362-6962 or 352-7190
36 mm ayatom- Pentax body, 60 8
136 areas. Hoy* leers, vtvfter bellow*, macrcenand, aid* copier, auto
•st. tube*. Ilaah. inpod. etc Exc
cond. Wl Ml *■ or part 362-4970
anarS.
1960 Yamaha 60 $300, 1960
Hond* 260XL 8960 362-3277
2 BIW 12 m TV*. Each set a pros
6 yrs eld. excooant shape S76 or

7365
APARTMENTS
1 afflc S145/mo. 8 uts 22 bdrrn
S285/mo a uN Deposit Leeae NO
PETS 352-4285
Ha* off let monthe rant whan you
etgn a 9 or 12 mo. lease 1 bedroom,
turn.. S2O0/mo plus deposit, no
pots 352-4131
APT. FOR LEASE 2 BDRMS 2 BTH0000 CONO. NrCC LOCATION.
NEW/ENLARGED LAUNDRY
KM
CONTACT DAN 8-11PM 181-2H1.
1 M Student needed lor large downtv** of a houee. ecroea Irom Kohl Hal.
to share w/1 other M 352-7366.

